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Abstract
The recent development of small scale electronics working within an integrated wire-
less sensor network has led to the massive potential monitoring of human and struc-
ture health. Such devices however are often limited by their battery life, thus there
is a great need for energy harvesting to increase the lifespan of these devices.
This thesis presents a novel vibration energy harvester based upon dielectric elas-
tomers. A number of numerical models and device setups are investigated, where
the device was subjected to a wide variety of harmonic excitation conditions as well
as random vibrations. The numerical model was developed through experimenta-
tion to determine the nonlinear material properties of a commonly used material,
V HBTM 4910. This allowed the device to be compared favourably against other
energy harvesters of similar volume. The proposed device is capable of producing
a maximum energy density of 9.15J/kg at an excitation frequency of 35Hz. Al-
though observations made regarding the influence of the material nonlinearity have
predicted that with a slight increase in the material nonlinearity, the device could
significantly increase its energy density to 4359J/kg which would occur at the ex-
tremely useful frequency of 3Hz. The creation of this numerical model to simulate
an energy harvester also allowed the direct comparison between a promising new
electrical scheme and a well developed conventional scheme. Specific investigations
were carried out on the device size and orientation, which highlighted an extremely
effective setup which can harvest energy from a wide range of excitation conditions
and orientations.
Keywords : dielectric elastomers, energy harvesting, vibrations, nonlinear
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This thesis describes the development of a novel vibration energy harvester (VEH)
based on electroactive polymers (EAPs). The work of vibration energy harvesting
(EH) has a potentially significant impact on the future of small scale energy harvest-
ing. With electronics becoming smaller the potential for a range of smart devices
wirelessly connected to a central hub has already become a reality in many situa-
tions and is known as the internet of things (IoT). A subset of the IoT is that of
wireless sensor networks (WSNs), this entails a vast collection of sensors situated in
a range of locations which can provide real time feedback and active monitoring of a
system’s health. Such devices need a power source such as a cell or battery, unfortu-
nately these will run out of energy and will need replaced which can be challenging.
This is where the role of vibration EH comes into fruition.
Vibration EH can be analysed with a variety of considerations such as environ-
mental and economical, however this thesis will propose and investigate a system
from an engineering standpoint. This work will provide the reader with an in depth
analysis into the the concept of the generator, setting out the mechanical and elec-
trical operating principles, before conducting a thorough investigation of the device
under a range of vibration conditions. This can allow the device to be optimised for
a wide range of applications with a look to the future and solving the problem of




Since the IoT has become feasible the applicability of WSNs has been increasing.
These micro electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) require their own, built in power
supply, which is ideally rechargeable for a longer lifespan. However many sensors are
in not easily accessible locations, where they could be externally recharged and thus a
reliable renewable energy source is needed [2]. This would allow sensors to be located
in hard to reach places, such as embedded within a human body [3], which otherwise
would require minor surgery to replace the power source. Or for application in
structural health monitoring [4], which would allow the constant evaluation of the
safety of vital infrastructure. Such systems would benefit from a power source which
could harvest ambient energy, however the conventional renewable energy sources
of solar and thermal energy harvesting suffer serious limitations in these systems.
Many sensors in WSNs are not accessible by light sources for most of their operation.
Similarly such sensors are ideally unobtrusive in size and thermal energy harvesting,
relying upon a large temperature drop, is difficult to achieve in a small volume device.
Therefore harvesting energy from ambient vibrations has been at the forefront of
the energy harvesting drive [5].
The first vibration energy harvester was proposed by Williams and Yates in
1996 [6]. This work established the fundamental theory of how the kinetic energy
in vibrations can be converted into electrical energy. Their work highlighted the
importance of the natural frequency on the system output, showing a cubic depen-
dence of the power output on the natural frequency, as well as highlighting the need
for the generator natural frequency to match the vibration environment. Since [6]
the field of vibration energy harvesting has mainly progressed down two streams,
the creation and development of new transduction methods and development of var-
ious systems to effectively capture the energy of vibrations. The first stream, the
development of transduction methods was originally focused on two main methods,
that of piezoelectric energy harvesting, and electromagnetic energy harvesting.
Piezoelectric energy harvesting (PEH) is based on of the piezoelectric effect, first
discovered by the Currie brothers in 1880 [7]. In this work the brothers classified
a type of material, known as piezoelectric materials, which exhibit a specific crys-
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talline structure. PEH has significant advantages in that it is a well researched
field, given that piezoelectric materials have been used for a wide range of appli-
cations since the First World War with the invention of sonar which relied upon
the piezoelectric effect [8]. When subjected to a mechanical stress these materials
will create a voltage proportional to the stress. This is due to the molecules in the
crystal becoming polarised under the stress. Thus when a structure containing a
piezoelectric element undergoes vibrations, a voltage will be generated, which can
be used to power electronics. This has been a well analysed field with numerous
review papers covering the material science, the electrical circuitry, and applications
where this technology has been implemented [9–12]. The most famous of which is
the piezoelectric wristwatch which has achieved commercial success.
The vast majority of PEH devices utilise a cantilever, with end mass, attached to
a vibrating structure. The cantilever is either made entirely of piezoelectric material,
or has a strip of material strategically placed on the cantilever. Thus when the base
structure vibrates the cantilever will vibrate and a proportion of the kinetic energy
transferred will be converted into electrical energy.
PEH has some major advantages over alternative transduction methods. For
example it requires no external voltage source. The system is relatively simple both
mechanically and electrically compared with other transduction methods. It also
produces a high output voltage which is critical for charging a battery.
A disadvantage of piezoelectric energy harvesters is that for a cantilever con-
figuration they typically have high natural frequencies. If you wish to lower that
natural frequency, the length of the cantilever must be increased, or inertial mass
increased [13]. This increase in the size of the system will have a knock-on effect on
the overall power density and potential volume constrained real world applications.
Work has also been done on electromagnetic energy harvesting (EMEH), which
is based on electromagnetic induction. Electromagnetic induction states that when
a conductor experiences a change in its magnetic field, a voltage will be induced in
the conductor. Therefore if a magnet and conductor move relative to each other,
that kinetic energy can be converted into electrical energy. The voltage produced
is proportional to the number of turns if the conductor is coiled, also the speed in
which the magnet and conductor move relative to each other and the strength of the
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magnetic field. This has led to the popular design choice of having a magnet within
a sealed tube and the tube then surrounded by a coil. When the device vibrates
the magnet will move, creating a voltage within the coil. Similar to piezoelectricity,
the field of electromagnetic induction has been throughly researched due to being
discovered in 1831 and having a plethora of real world implementations. However
with a distinct view of this technology’s application in the field of VEH, specialised
research has been conduced and review papers have been compiled detailing the
advances in the EH science and generators where EMEH has been used [14–16].
There are some distinct advantages of EMEH having been studied extensively,
meaning that new concepts can be designed and implemented quickly and there is
no need of an external voltage source. Also unlike piezoelectric energy harvesting,
EMEH does not require any smart materials to be effective.
A major disadvantage of EMEH is its poor scaling capabilities making it difficult
to integrate within micro electromechanical systems (MEMS). This is due to smaller
devices having manufacturing defects which can increase resistance in the coils and
behave as a parasitic damper. It has been shown that to achieve a maximum theoret-
ical power output of 1mW , the device must have a minimum volume of 9mm3 [17].
Whilst these systems do not require smart materials which make EMEH systems
easier to design and build. They rely upon conventional, coils and bulky magnets to
create a strong magnetic field. Quite importantly though, for many applications is
the voltage that a power source can provide. With EMEH the voltage is often very
low and normally limited to a maximum of 0.1V [18].
A third transduction method which has conventionally not been considered as
often as PEH and EMEH is electrostatic energy harvesting (EEH) [5]. EEH utilises
a variable capacitor to convert vibrations into electrical energy. The variable ca-
pacitor has conventionally taken the form of two parallel conductive plates, with
an insulating air gap separating them. One plate is fixed, whilst the other is con-
nected to a vibrating structure. When these two plates move relative to each other it
causes a change in capacitance, which when cyclically operated as part of an appli-
cable electronic circuit, can be used to convert an initial charge from a low voltage
to a higher voltage. EEH has conventionally suffered from poor energy densities
when compared to PEH and EMEH, but recently with the discovery of dielectric
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elastomers (DEs), EEH has gone through a renaissance and is now seeing much
larger energy densities in an expanding field. Herein lies a significant advantage of
EEH, these materials can raise the energy density of electrostatic energy harvesting
considerably. High output voltage is another advantage of the EEH principle.
One may argue the disadvantages of EEH are that it requires an external voltage
source to initially charge up the electrodes. However in VEH the excitation source
is not always on and harvested energy is not always needed immediately but is used
to charge a battery, this is a well developed technological principle that has been
widely used in solar and wind engineering. Thus, the presence of a rechargeable
battery is essential for uninterrupted work of any sensor and therefore an initial
voltage will always be available.
Of the three transduction methods discussed above; piezoelectric, electromag-
netic and electrostatic, each have their own advantages and disadvantages. These
should be viewed through a prism considering two key points. Firstly, which is likely
to breakthrough and develop from research into real world applications. Secondly,
which has the largest gaps in the research, that could provide new ground to be
broken.
To consider the first point we need to assess each transduction method against
each other for the key factors involved in creating designs with viable real world
applications. Whilst the exact quantities needed for each application will vary, a
list of the decisive factors in making marketable energy harvesters for WSN are:
• The device must be small enough to be unobtrusive in its working environment.
• It must supply a voltage great enough to recharge a battery and ultimately a
load.
• Low cost to increase its market effectiveness.
The advantages and disadvantages of each transduction method have been com-
piled into Table 1.1 to be evaluated against the above points. The first of the criteria
is difficult to manage for both PEH and EMEH. For PEH, when the device is made
smaller its natural frequency increases which is not ideal when aiming for low fre-
quency harvesting. For EMEH the poor scaling qualities of its manufacture mean
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that it cannot be used for micro applications.
On evaluation of Table 1.1 it becomes clear that EMEH does not meet the
second of the key criteria set out, in that it does not provide a high voltage output.
The third criteria stated is a reminder of the need to keep costs down for market
applications. In this both EEH and PEH require smart materials so will be more
expensive than EMEH.





• No external voltage
source
• High natural frequency
(PEH)
• Simple mechanical and
electrical systems
• Small devices have even
larger natural frequencies
• High output voltage • Requires use of smart
materials
Electromagnetic
• Well defined science and
applications
• Poor scaling at devices
below mm3 size
(EMEH)
• No need for external
voltage source
• Difficult to integrate
within MEMS
• No smart materials • Bulky components
• Low output voltage
Electrostatic
• Expanding field offering
new breakthroughs
• It requires an external
voltage source
(EEH)
• It is compatible with
MEMS
• Low energy densities for
conventional approaches
• It can be scaled down
in size well
• It requires smart mate-
rials
• High output voltage
• Low natural frequency
As for the second factor to be considered, which field has the largest gaps in its
research for new ground to be broken. Both PEH and EMEH have distinct disad-
vantages and new techniques should be investigated, such as using DEs for EEH.
This new method can significantly increase the energy density of more conventional
designs as well as provide soft electronics leading to more versatile applications.
For these reasons it was decided to pursue electrostatic energy harvesting by





The work presented in this thesis seeks to develop a novel DEG which can be used
within a wide range of vibration environments. To this end the goals of this work
are set out, with respect to each device proposed in this work. The first set of goals
associated with the vibro-impact (VI) system discussed in Chapter 3, the second set
is relevant to the preloaded system, which arose from the VI system by reducing the
device’s length, is considered in Chapter 4.
Initially a novel concept of a vibro-impact DEG should be conceived, which is
based upon an elastic impact model with a ball freely moving between two DEMs.
The goals set for investigating this novel system are:
A1 A non-dimensional model of the device and the influence of the excitation
amplitude and frequency on the average energy gain should be determined.
A2 To compare the device performance against a currently existing EM VEH
device of the same size to evaluate the EH potential of the device.
A3 To study the effect of the inclination angle to determine the influence of gravity
on the system EH potential.
A4 To study the effect of the restitution coefficient.
A5 Develop a strategy to optimise the device parameters based on a given vibra-
tion environment.
A6 To study the influence a harmonic force with a randomly modulated phase
shift to simulate disruptions to a harmonic input.
The second model, the preloaded model, will then be introduced and analysed
with the following goals in consideration.
B1 Investigate the influence of the distance between the two DEMs on the system’s
EH performance when excited by a harmonic vibration.
B2 To investigate different electrical schemes used with the newly developed DEG.
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B3 To study the influence of the material nonlinearity on the system’s dynamical
behaviour under harmonic excitation.
B4 To study the influence of a white noise on the preloaded device.
These goals are comprehensively investigated in the following sections. All mod-
els will have been considered under reasonable vibration conditions that the VEH





Dielectric Elastomers (DEs) are a branch of EAPs which can be used to replace the
air gap between two conductive plates. This significantly increases the electrical
capacitance of such a device when compared to a conventional capacitor. This
section will first begin by exploring the fundamental principles, before discussing
the implementation of these materials and the current state of the field.
2.1.1 Operating Principals
DE EH is based on the same fundamental principle as EEH, in that a variable
capacitor is used to increase an initial electrical energy placed on the capacitor.
This is done, conventionally, by having two parallel conductive plates with an air






where, ε, is the relative permittivity of the insulator (ε = 1 for air), ε0, is the
permittivity of free space with the value of 8.854× 10−12Fm−1, AE, represents the
effective area of the conductor and h, is the distance between the conductors. When
electrical energy is stored in a capacitor it creates a charge with a potential difference
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between the two plates, this relationship is given in (2.2). When the conductors are
cyclically vibrated, changing the thickness between them, the device can then be
used as a charge pump to increase a charge to a higher voltage as shown by the
voltage-charge relationship below:
Q = CU (2.2)
where, Q, is the charge held on the conductors and, U, is the voltage over the
capacitor. When the voltage is held constant and the capacitance decreases, the
charge of the electrical energy stored in the capacitor will increase according to
∆Q = U∆C. The electrical energy on the capacitor is then given in equation
(2.3) where e represents the energy and V is the volume of the elastomer, which is
constant.
e = 0.5CU2 = 0.5Q2/C = 0.5Q2V/(εε0A
2
E) (2.3)
The behaviour of DEs is characterised by the interaction of electrostatic and me-
chanical stresses acting on a deformable material such as silicone rubber. In DE EH
the construction of the capacitor is achieved by sandwiching this polymer between
two deformable electrodes, with the polymer being the insulator. In operation the
DE is cyclically stretched, which increases the area of the electrodes, and because
of a constant material volume, will reduce the thickness. As per equation (2.1) this
will increase the capacitance of the DE twofold. A representative energy generating
cycle for such a device is shown in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: The energy harvesting cycle for a dielectric elastomer
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Where the numbers 1-4 represent the stage of the energy harvesting cycle and
are explained below:
1. The DE is stretched, increasing the area of the electrodes and decreasing the
thickness between the electrodes. This leads to an increase in the capacitance
as per equation (2.1).
2. A charge is placed over the elastomer.
3. The elastomer is allowed to return to its original shape, decreasing the ca-
pacitance, resulting in a higher potential voltage over the elastomer as per
(2.2).
4. The electrical energy is then removed.
This initial piece of work was conducted by Pelrine et al [19], which set out the
theory for energy harvesting applications of DEs. In this work, the energy gain per
cycle can be derived using equations (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) and is shown below:
ec − es = 0.5V (εε0)(E2c − E2s ) (2.4)
where the subscripts c and s represent the contracted and stretched states re-
spectively, E is the electric field, which can be found as, E = U/h, where U and h
are the voltage over the elastomer and the thickness of the membrane respectively.
As can be seen from this we can maximise the energy density of the device by making
the elastomer thinner. They have updated this work with additional publications
discussing the general progress of the field and its limitations [20]. This leads to the
interesting evaluation that the thinner the membrane is to begin with, the greater
the energy gain.
The interaction between the electrical field and strain can be shown throughout
the cycle in Figure 2.2a, where the numbers represent the stages of the cycle de-
scribed in Figure 2.1. If the electric field is increased then the dielectric elastomer
will move into the actuation zone as shown in Figure 2.2b. Whilst there are many
interesting and useful applications of DE actuators, this thesis will report on the
EH potential of DEs.
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(a) Energy harvesting cycle (b) Actuation and generation zones
Figure 2.2: Working limits of a DE device for EH
The EH cycle is not only limited by the field supported regime, but by a range
of factors. The failure methods associated with dielectric elastomer membranes
(DEMs) were investigated by Koh et al [21] who derived the equations of failure
for the two work conjugate planes of force-displacement and voltage-charge. These
equations can then be plotted as curves on their respective graphs with the enclosed
area representing the maximum working area and can be used to find the maximal
energy per cycle for a specific membrane. They showed that a membrane with
modulus, µ = 106N/m2, permittivity of ε = 3.54x10−11F/m and density of ρ =
1000kg/m3, that an energy gain per cycle of 6.3J/g was available. However, this
would be difficult to realise in experimental conditions. Pelrine and Kornbluh [22]
then updated this in 2016 describing the fundamental science and derivations behind
DEs as well as covering the failure methods and a variety of dielectric elastomer
configurations.
In order to fully assess the DE generator’s potential, the failure mechanisms
have to be considered. In general there are two types of failures a DE device may
face: material and manufacturing related. Whereas the former are discussed in
here, the latter are not, because they are mostly related to imperfections due to the
manufacturing process. This group includes but is not limited to, failures due to non-
uniform stretching of the material over the working area, poor or uneven distribution
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of charges (electrodes) over the working surface, loss of contact between electrodes
and working surface, malfunctioning of electrodes during normal operation. The
material related failures may be combined into four groups: rupture by stretch, loss
of tension, dielectric breakdown (DB) and electromechanical instability (EMI).
Rupture by stretching occurs when the DEM is stretched too far and the internal
strain becomes too high leading to the material ripping, as explained by the classical
stress-strain curve for a material. Loss of tension occurs when the initial voltage
placed over the membrane is enough to remove the pre-strain put onto the generator
in its construction.
DB is a complex topic, however it is suffice to say there is a specific electric field at
which the membrane will essentially become a conductor and the generator will fail.
As the electric field is given by E = U/h, the dielectric breakdown strength (DBS)
is inversely proportional to the material thickness, thus the thinner the material the
larger its DBS [23]. This was investigated further by Tröls et al [1] who reported how
the DBS and relative permittivity is influenced by the stretch of the material. Their
main findings regarding the DBS and ε for the commonly used material VHBTM
4910 produced by 3MTM are shown in Table 2.1.
Prestraining, typically performed during the manufacturing stage, can improve
the DBS [24, 25]. The pre-straining is done by taking the DE to a minimum level of
stretch λmin in a device. Besides improving the DBS of the material, pre-straining
negates the risk of failure by loss of tension. The increase in DBS of V HBTM
4910 (3MTM) by 1100% under an equal biaxial pre-straining of 500% has also been
reported in [26]. However an increasing prestrain has also been shown to marginally
reduce the relative permittivity [27, 28], which is highlighted in Table 2.1, although
this loss is more than made up for by the increase in DBS.
EMI occurs due to nonlinearities in the material’s behaviour. As the membrane
stretches due to increasing electrostatic forces, nonlinearities occur in the stretching
and some areas will become wrinkled producing thinner and thicker sections which
leads to failure.
In addition to the commonly cited failure limits set out by Koh et al [21], Zhou
et al [29] conducted an investigation into the performance and lifetime of dielectric
elastomer generators subjected to a cyclic deformation. Their work hypothesised
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Table 2.1: Dependence of the electrical properties of V HBTM 4910 on
the stretch ratio [1]
Value λ = 1 λ = 2 λ = 3 λ = 4 λ = 5
DBS Vµm-1 - 100 124 145 163
ε (1 Hz) 4.24 - 3.83 - 3.44
that a decrease in the generator output is due to fatigue cracks forming on the
membrane. In order to minimise this effect a smaller strain and deformation rate is
proposed to increase the lifetime of the device. With an increase in applied voltage
keeping the output energy higher, in accordance with equation (2.4). Similarly the
life of a DE has been shown to decrease with increasing humidity [25].
Other failures that have not been mentioned above may be associated with the
loss of electrical contacts, different stretching capabilities of the DEs and electrodes,
fatigue and durability, as well as multi-scale instabilities [30, 31].
2.1.2 Electrical Background
Having outlined the basic principle of energy harvesting using DEs, let us consider
the electrical methodology for EH. Currently, four EH schemes are being used:
constant voltage, constant charge, constant field and the triangular scheme. The
term ‘constant’ refers to the electrical state of the DE during the transition of the
material from the stretched to its contracted state. The first two schemes are the
most investigated ones and have been used before in EEH; their advantages and
disadvantages have been discussed in [20, 32, 33]. The cycle’s stages for constant
voltage, constant charge and constant field are shown in Figures 2.3 and 2.5, where
λmin and λmax denote the minimum and maximum stretching states, respectively.
The constant voltage scheme in Figure 2.3 begins with stretching the DE and
charging it at its maximum stretch state (line 1). Reaching the maximum voltage,
controlled by the material DBS (Section 2.1.1), the material is then allowed to relax.
In this it moves from the line λmax to λmin, following line 2 under a constant voltage,
with the corresponding decrease in the capacitance. To maintain the constant volt-
age the charge needs to be decreased from Qhigh to Qlow; the charge difference flows
to a reservoir (e.g. battery) through the circuit controlled by diodes. The capacitor
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Figure 2.3: Constant voltage scheme
is then discharged into the reservoir so that the DE returns to its original state
(line 3), and after that the next cycle can begin by stretching the DE to λmax. The
amount of harvested energy per one cycle is represented by the area circumscribed





where ∆C is the difference between high and low capacitance values.
A range of electrical circuits for DE generators is discussed in [20]. In particular,
it is mentioned that the constant voltage scheme is the most practical one to realise.
This is due to the lack of switches that can be difficult to effectively integrate
into a EH device, especially considering the exact timings necessary to achieve the
maximum efficiency.
Most recent works have been based on the electrical circuitry first implemented
by Huang et al [34], which operates according to the constant voltage scheme. In
that work the authors devised an electrical circuit, shown in Figure 2.4, which
can measure the charging and harvesting currents as well as the voltage over the
DE. They also confirmed that there is a proportional quartic dependence of the
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dielectric capacitance on the membrane stretch, i.e. C ≈ λ4. Using this result it
was found that the dielectric constant of the common DE V HBTM 4905 (3M) was
ε = 4.03± 0.17.
Figure 2.4: A common circuit for dielectric elastomer EH research.
The circuit shown in Figure 2.4 works as follows. The DEM is charged using
a power supply; the charge passes through a rectifier diode, DR, at the maximum
stretch of the DEM. As the DEM stretch reduces, the voltage initially increases
at a constant charge, with no new charges flowing through DR. This continues
until the voltage over the DE reaches a pre-determined discharge voltage, governed
by the Zener diode DZ . Once this voltage has been reached, the charge leaves the
circuit through this diode. Finally, the membrane is stretched out again, lowering the
voltage of the charge that remains, until the voltage reaches that of the power supply,
which is connected again and the cycle is repeated. The circuit shown in Figure
2.4 is very useful for DE EH research since through its various components a large
amount of information can be gathered about the behaviour of the DE generator. For
example, using the lower of the three parallel branches, which behaves as a voltage
divider, the voltage over the DEM can be constantly monitored using U3. Similarly,
U1 and U2 can be used to measure the charging and harvesting currents, respectively,
utilising the measured voltage in each voltmeter and the known resistances. Once




The constant charge scheme is depicted in Figure 2.5 and uses the variable ca-
pacitor as a pump to move a charge from a low to high voltage. This is done by
16
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Figure 2.5: Constant charge scheme
initially stretching the DEM and placing a charge onto it while the latter is at its
high stretching state (line 1). The power supply is then disconnected, meaning the
charge on the DEM is now constant. Then the DEM is released and returns to its
original state, due to the decreasing capacitance and constant charge the voltage
increases from Uin to Uhigh following line 2. At this point the electrical energy is
harvested, discharging to a battery, and the DEM reverts back to its initial state
following line 3. The energy harvested per one cycle is represented by the area





Although the constant charge scheme may be useful and effective as shown by
Blokhina et al [35], who considered a constant charge circuit for a nonlinear electro-
static vibration energy harvester. It is hampered by its need for switches, which can
reduce the power output and increase the complexity of the entire circuit. Thus,
following this argument and discussion in [20] it is safe to say that the constant
voltage scheme is more preferable for implementation. However, high voltage is not
suitable for most micro-power devices operating at a low voltage, in which a DC-DC
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Figure 2.6: Constant field scheme
voltage step down is normally needed. This extra component can reduce the overall
efficiency of the DE EH so that the constant charge scheme may provide a greater
efficiency for such applications.
There is also the constant field EH scheme, shown in Figure 2.6, proposed to
improve the conventional schemes. This cycle begins with initial stretching of the
DE to its maximum level (line 1). The DE is then charged up to an electric field
pre-determined by the designer (line 2). After that the DE stretch is reduced back to
its original level at a constant electric field (line 3). It is important to recall that the
electric field is defined as E = U/h, therefore, at constant electric field a decrease in
the DEM stretching and the corresponding increase in the DEM thickness lead to an
increase in the voltage over the DEM. This is an advantage over the constant charge
scheme, since in the latter, the electric field increases during the reduction of DEM
stretching that may cause failure due to dielectric breakdown (Section 2.1.1). The
final stage of the circuit is to remove the electrical energy from the DE, returning
the DE to its original state (line 4). Since failure by dielectric breakdown is of
no concern for this scheme this allows the DEM to be operated closer to its DBS
(Section 2.1.1). Czech et al [33] analytically compared the ideal constant voltage,
constant charge and constant electric field schemes and found that the constant
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Figure 2.7: The triangular scheme
electric field was the most effective. However, it should be noted that maximising
the energy output by increasing the electric field may have an adverse effect on the
lifespan of the generator [36].
The above discussion is related to the ideal material behaviour with no failure
modes considered and no losses taken into account. Electromechanical coupling, e.g.
further stretching of a DEM when a charge is applied and the corresponding change
of the capacitance, have also not been mentioned. Since DEMs may experience
electrical and mechanical failures (Section 2.1.1) it is essential to account for them
[21]. These failure modes, shown as curves on the Q−V plane in Figure 2.7, change
the idealistic EH picture. Apparently, the maximum harvested energy corresponds
to the maximum area enclosed by the lines connecting the maximum and minimum
stretch states, without crossing to the failure regions. In Figure 2.7 the cycle is
constrained between the aforementioned upper and lower stretch states. It is also
limited by two failure modes, DB and EMI, which are discussed in Section 2.1.1 in
greater detail. An optimal scheme, also called the ”triangular“ scheme was developed
by Shian et al [37], and built upon the conventional EH schemes as shown in Figure
2.7.
In [37] the authors proposed this new harvesting cycle, which utilises the circuit
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Figure 2.8: A circuit highlighting features for the triangular scheme. Where the
dielectric elastomer ΦDE and a transfer capacitor ΦC act in parallel.
diagram shown in Figure 2.8. This scheme maximises the working area within
the limits imposed by the failure criteria set out in [21]. This triangular cycle is
shown in Figure 2.7 in black, whereas the areas for the constant voltage (green) and
constant charge (blue) are also superimposed into the graphs to demonstrate the
difference between the schemes. One can see clearly the benefits of the optimisation
by simply comparing the corresponding areas. Following one of the conventional
methods (constant voltage or charge) a designer must lose large sections of the
available energy in order to avoid failure. It should be noted that the values for the
stretch during the cycle and the maximum charge or voltage used in the conventional
schemes can be used to alter their respective areas on Figure 2.7, in accordance with
equations (2.5) and (2.6). However, the triangular scheme is hard to implement for
a real DE material as its rate of the stretch decrease will not be ideal as indicated
in [38]. In that work the authors attempted to optimise the system of harvesting
by showing an analytical method of determining the ideal stretch ratio at which the
membrane discharging should occur. Additionally, Hoffstadt et al [39] conducted an
optimisation of the conventional EH cycles and determined the ideal charging and
discharging times for maximal energy gain in the optimised scheme.
The circuit, presented in Figure 2.8 was proposed to work with the triangular
EH scheme. The circuit comprises of the main generating section, which contains a
DEM and a standard capacitor, called the “transfer” capacitor which are connected
in parallel by a rectifier diode. Energy is placed into the system by the power supply
which is connected to the circuit by Switch 1, and power can be removed to the load
or battery by closing Switch 2. The first phase of this cycle is charging the DEM
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and the transfer capacitor when the DEM is at its maximum stretch state, after
which Switch 1 is used to disconnect the both the DEM and transfer capacitor from
the supply. The second phase of the cycle is decreasing the DEM stretch. This
sees the DEM discharge into the transfer capacitor with a voltage of ΦC . This
discharging to the transfer capacitor will cause the amount of charge on the actual
DEM to drop, however the voltage will continue to increase as shown by equations
(2.1) and (2.2). The final stage of this cycle occurs at the low stretch state, where
all electrical energy is removed from both the DE and the temporary capacitor.
This work has very recently been adopted in newer works and is proving to be
promising at maximising the power output [40]. Care must be taken in generator
design however, as with longer exposure to more strenuous operating limits, the
lifespan of the device will decrease.
A few other works have been recently done on improving electrical aspects of
DE EH, e.g. Kaltseis et al [41] developed an experiment based on operating a DE
generator between two charged reservoirs of different voltages that allowed them to
monitor separately electrical and mechanical energies and determine the net energy
gain.
One of main concerns with dielectric elastomer generators (DEGs) is the need
for an initial voltage. Given that the larger the supply voltage, the larger the energy
gain, ideally the supply would be in the kilovolt range, which causes an issue for small
scale or portable generators. One solution to this problem is self-priming circuits
proposed by McKay et al [42]. This circuit allows any energy not used in powering
the load to go back into the energy supply, so that over time this increases the power
input to the system. In their experiment, the input voltage was taken from an initial
10V to 3250V after only 236 cycles. This work is the basis for many future real world
applications, since a high voltage DC power supply or transformer is not commonly
available at small-scale portable sizes. This work would allow generators to be
started with low voltage batteries and power up to a working voltage. Illenberger et
al [43] further advanced the theoretical aspect of self-priming circuits by providing
a mathematical analysis backed up by experimental validation with an accuracy of
0.1% after 5 cycles. Panigrahi and Mishra [44] built and simulated an electrical
model of a DEG using the common electrical simulation software, Pspice.
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The use of self-priming circuits would allow other vibration energy harvesting
techniques to be used to initialise a DEG, which has been explored in some works
including [45]. Their work used electret technology to generate a bias voltage of
100V which acted as the input to the DEG. In a later publication [46] this idea
was studied by finite element modelling. In general there is a great potential in
combining some other types of energy generation with the self-priming circuit to
raise the bias voltage to a level required.
2.1.3 Materials Background
This next section will focus on the materials used in DE EH. Not just the different
types of materials, which will be discussed, but a lot of the focus will lie in viewing
how the material science in this field has progressed in its understanding of the
nonlinear electromechanical behaviour of these materials. Additionally the specific
material properties and investigations conducted by finite element modelling (FEM)
will be analysed.
The materials used in DE EH lie within the realms of EAPs and so experience
a broad range of electrical and mechanical influences leading to rich behaviour. A
significant factor in these behaviours is in prestraining, the process in which the
DEM is strained before being used. This is not only necessary to avoid failure by
loss of tension, but is in fact beneficial to the EH capabilities of the DE. One of
the advantages of prestraining is to reduce the thickness, which will increase the
harvested energy as per equation (2.4). Additionally the DBS is increased [1, 47],
allowing the EH cycle to be operated at a higher voltage which has a quadratic
increase on the harvested energy (2.4). This prestraining is done equi-biaxially as
shown in Figure 2.9. It is important that the stresses are equal across the membrane
to prevent failure by EMI.
Figure 2.9 shows the DEM being strained by the force, F , on its length and
breadth producing the stretch λ, giving the new dimensions of, Lnew = λLold. Si-
multaneously due to the constant volume the DEM the thickness will decrease giv-
ing, hnew = λ
−2hold. Also shown in Figure 2.9b is a voltage being placed over the
DEM. This influences the mechanical behaviour of the DEM and is known as the
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(a) Unstrained (b) Prestrained
Figure 2.9: The pre-straining and electrical loading of a DEM
Maxwell stress, and is caused by the attraction of opposite charges on the compliant
electrodes.
A well-known material property of DEMs is their high deformability, i.e. the abil-
ity to undergo large deformations without rupture, the stretch ratio may reach up
to 900% for some materials [48, 49]. This property is important since it enables rel-
atively high levels of pre-stretch on DEM that improves their material performance,
in particular it increases the DBS and reduces the effective compressive modulus
[50]. At low deformations the material demonstrates strain softening that changes
to stiffening at higher deformations. This type of mechanical behaviour is usually
described by a hyperelastic constitutive model under the assumption that the DEM
is an ideally elastic material. To determine parameters of such models, data from
uniaxial tensile tests, and for more accurate determination also from biaxial tests
are needed. Results of uniaxial and biaxial tests of V HBTM 4910 were reported in
[48, 51] and for silicone-based elastomers in [52]. Results of uniaxial tests of natural
rubbers can be found in [53].
The high deformability of the DE materials are also aided by the nonlinear
stress-strain relationship indicated in Figure 2.10a. There are different methods
of modelling this nonlinear behaviour, as shown in Figure 2.10a, with the order of
nonlinearity highly influencing the generator design by allowing prestraining to move
the DE into the flatter region. At this point comparatively less force is needed to
cause greater deformations, with greater deformations producing more energy gain.
The theory of nonlinear electro-elasticity has been well set out in the literature [54].
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(a) Nonlinear relationship in finite el-
ement modelling.
(b) Modelling a dielectric elastomer as a
nonlinear spring of type F = Kxn.
Figure 2.10: Methods of modelling the stress-strain relationship of a DEM
The materials used in DE EH are a branch of EAPs, and thus has both me-
chanical and electrical properties. Some of the more obvious properties that can
influence the EH capabilities of a DE material are highlighted in equation (2.4),
being the relative permittivity and DBS. The relative permittivity of a material is a
ratio of the capacitance formed when creating an electric field over that material to
the capacitance over a vacuum for the same field. It has been shown that the rela-
tive permittivity decreases marginally with increasing stretch [1, 55]. The literature
would suggest that most EAPs have relative permittivities in the range, 2 < ε < 7,
but do vary for different materials and operating frequency [25, 56]. This depen-
dancy on frequency means that for the commonly used material, VHBTM 4910, the
range is narrower but can still vary within, 2.44 < ε < 4.3 [25, 55]. Similarly the DBS
of these materials have been investigated with Tröls et al [1] showing an increase in
DBS with increasing stretch.
Another common trait of DE materials is their viscoelasticity. Viscoelasticity
is the effect by which a material deforms with both viscous and elastic properties,
such a deformation leads to energy losses. This is represented in Figure 2.11, with
Figure 2.11a showing the deformation of a DEM on a stress-strain plane. It is clear
that the system differs from a purely elastic system which would see coincident
lines. In this case the enclosed area represents the viscous losses. The modelling of
this phenomena is a complex issue with a variety of approaches used, however it is
often represented by one of many suitable rheological models. An example of one
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(a) Hysteresis Loop (b) Mechanical Modelling of Viscoelasticity
Figure 2.11: Viscoelasticity
of these, called the Kelvin-Voigt model, is shown in Figure 2.11b. This comprises
of an elastic spring connected in series to a Kelvin-Voigt element, which in turn is
a viscous damper connected in parallel to an elastic spring.
With the setup shown in Figure 2.11b, the loss factor, ζ, can be calculated
when the spring coefficients and the damping coefficient of the constituent parts are
known. This has been shown in a range of work [57] and the mechanical losses in
the system are shown to peak at a specific excitation frequency with frequencies
above and below providing losses which tend to zero. With the peak mechanical
loss factor for VHBTM 4910 being, ζ = 0.674, at a frequency of ω = 0.1rads−1. The
losses were also shown to be larger at larger maximum stretches for equal stretching
rates.
These viscous losses cause dissipation of mechanical energy, which will reduce
the efficiency of DEGs [34, 58–60]. The losses are associated with a hysteretic
behaviour of a DEM, i.e. the stress-stretch curves of the material follow different
paths during loading-unloading forming a hysteresis loop, as shown in Figure 2.11a,
where the enclosed area represents the energy loss, e.g. [61]. Creep and stress
relaxation are other phenomena associated with viscoelasticity. Creep is usually
defined as a time-dependent increase in deformation under constant load, while
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stress relaxation is a decrease in stress under constant deformation. Creep is more
important for DE actuators, while stress relaxation may have a significance influence
on the performance of both DE generators and actuators. Typical tests to determine
viscoelastic characteristics of a DEM as well as parameters of a model describing the
material’s viscoelastic behaviour include loading-unloading tests at a range of strain
rates, single-step relaxation tests at various stretch levels and multi-step relaxation
tests, in which at each step loading follows by a sufficiently long holding period
to allow for stress relaxation [61]. The tests are usually uniaxial, however, equi-
biaxial tests may also be useful. Most of the experimental studies on the viscoelastic
behaviour of DEs have been carried out for V HBTM 4905 and V HBTM 4910 [49,
51, 61–65]. In particular, it has been shown that for this material very rapid stress
relaxation occurs within the first few seconds of holding, while after 30 minutes
the remaining stress almost stabilises [61]. Past experiments also showed that for
V HBTM polymers the viscoelastic relaxation time is of the order of 102 seconds at
room temperature [66]. Pharr et al. [49] demonstrated that the strain rate and the
specimen size had a noticeable influence on rupture of V HBTM 4905. Hossain et al.
[62] reported results of relaxation tests under both mechanical and electric loading
and showed that the latter had a major effect on the time-dependent behaviour
of V HBTM 4910. A few results of similar experiments for other materials have
been published. In particular, Schmidt et al. [48] presented results of uniaxial and
equi-biaxial relaxation tests for interpenetrating polymer network reinforced acrylic
elastomers, which were produced on the basis of V HBTM 4910. Bernardi et al. [52]
published similar results for silicone-based DEMs.
The hysteretic behaviour of DEMs, especially of rubbers and rubber-like mate-
rials, is associated with its loss of mechanical energy and can also be due to the
so-called Mullins effect, also known as stress softening [67]. This effect causes a
decay of the elastic stiffness of a material under repeated loading-unloading, which
depends on the maximum stretch previously experienced by the material. Recom-
mendations regarding experimental characterisation of the effect can be found in
[68].
Effects of the operating temperature on the material properties of V HBTM4910
and the performance of a generator made of this material were investigated by Chen
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et al [69]. In particular, it was found that the generator operated more efficiently
under lower temperatures due to smaller viscoelastic losses.
As can be seen from above, so far V HBTM 4905/10 have received most at-
tention from researchers. However, other DEs, in particular natural rubbers and
polyurethanes, have been also investigated and demonstrated good potential for EH,
in some cases better than VHB, e.g. [1, 53, 70]. Trls et al examined the influence
of stretching on the electrical properties, such as the DBS and relative permittivity,
of V HBTM 4910 and natural rubber and suggested that the latter had advantages
over V HBTM in the context of EH [1]. Of course, the electrical properties of DEs
are also very important for EH and were considered in a number of the references
provided above. Detailed recommendations on experiments that can be used to de-
termine both mechanical and electrical properties of DEs are given in [68]. Also in a
comparison between the commonly used VHBTM 4910, and natural rubber, showed
that VHBTM 4910 is far superior for uses in DE EH [1], although rubber was found
to be cheaper in an economical evaluation [53].
Modelling is essential for the development and design of DE-based devices for
EH. The idea is to simulate the performance of such devices using analytical and/or
numerical models and reduce the need for time-consuming and relatively expensive
experiments. Basic theory of DEs based on thermodynamics and continuum me-
chanics was described in [71]. Considered now are some specifics of its practical
implementation.
As has been noted previously, the elastic behaviour of DEs under large finite
deformations is usually modelled within the hyperelasticity framework. This means
that the material is assumed to be ideally elastic and that stress-strain (or stretch)
relationships are obtained based on a strain energy density function, which is ex-
pressed as a function of the invariants of the Cauchy-Green deformation tensor, e.g.
[72]. Thus, a particular hyperelastic constitutive model fully depends on the corre-
sponding formulation of the strain energy density function. So far various formations
of the strain energy density function and, subsequently, hyperelastic models have
been used to describe the elastic behaviour of DEs under large deformations, e.g.
Neo-Hookean [73–75], Mooney-Rivlin [76], Ogden [52, 76, 77], Yeoh [78], Arruda-
Boyce [51, 79] and Gent [75, 80, 81]. Of course, this list is far from being exhaustive.
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There are other hyperelastic models that could also be used for modelling the consti-
tutive behaviour of DEs. Many researchers have compared the predictions provided
by different hyperelastic models with the experimentally observed behaviour of DE
membranes, e.g.Yeoh, Ogden and Arruda-Boyce [51], Mooney-Rivlin and Ogden
[82], Neo-Hookean and Gent [75]. It is important to note there is no universal hy-
perelastic model that would provide accurate and reliable predictions for all DEs.
A hyperelastic model that yields excellent results for a particular DE under spe-
cific conditions may be inapplicable for another DE. An extensive review of the
hyperelastic models can be found in [83, 84].
The hyperelastic models describe the time-invariant behaviour of DEs. However,
this is not the case because of viscoelasticity. Thus, in order to achieve more realistic
predictions of the DE performance under mechanical and/or electrical loading, es-
pecially cyclic or dynamic loading, the time-dependency due to viscoelasticity needs
to be taken into account. Wissler and Mazza [78] suggested using the quasi-linear
viscoelastic (QLV) model. This model is based on the assumption that the relax-
ation function is independent of the stretch ratio (or strain), i.e. depends only on
time. The relaxation function was determined based on experimental results using
the so-called Prony series. To combine the hyperelastic and QLV models, the co-
efficients of the energy density function are multiplied by the relaxation function,
the same approach was also used by Wang et al. [85]. The model is reasonable for
quasi-static creep and stress relaxation problems; however, its predictions noticeably
deviated from experimental results in the case of dynamic loading as the number of
cycles increased [51].
Many researchers use models based on classical rheological models such as Maxwell
and Kelvin-Voight with added elements. One of the most popular models is the so-
called standard linear solid model which presents a Maxwell element in parallel with
an elastic spring, e.g. [66, 86, 87]. Others used an extended Kelvin-Voight model,
i.e. a Kelvin-Voight element in series with an elastic spring [85, 88]. A model com-
bining in parallel Maxwell and Kelvin-Voight elements has also been suggested [89].
Models based on the generalised Maxwell model, also known as Maxwell-Wiechert
model, have also been proposed and implemented [83, 90, 91]. An extensive review
of viscoelastic models can be found in [92].
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It is worth noting that the viscoelastic models described above were usually
implemented for uniaxial or equi-biaxial problems that led to a set of ordinary
differential equations, which were solved numerically. However, to solve more general
problems or obtain more accurate results (i.e. avoid simplifying assumptions) finite
element modelling (FEM) is needed. One of the main challenges here is to develop
and implement finite elements that take into account electro-mechanical coupling
since commercial FEM software, e.g. ABAQUS, does not currently provide such
an option. FEM for simulating the DEM behaviour under both mechanical and
electrical loads have been proposed in [93–95]. In particular, Henann et al [94]
developed and used FEM to carry out an analysis of both DE actuator and generator.
Jean-Mistral et al [45] also used FEM to investigate a new technique for DE EH.
2.1.4 Applications
A clear metric of progress being made in any energy generation field is evidenced in
the new applications and performances of new devices. For that reason this section
will highlight some of the significant breakthroughs made in recent years.
Huang et al [96] developed a DEG that was stretched radially, in plane, in a
laboratory setting. Their device had an energy density of 550J/kg and an efficiency
of 22.1%. McKay et al [97] developed and tested a generator in laboratory conditions
that consisted of 42 membranes placed on top of each other. The total volume of the
device was 0.86cm3 and it could produce an output power of 300µW at an excitation
frequency of 0.5Hz. This design was further developed [98] using 48 membranes
within the same volume and a larger applied voltage saw the output power increase
to 1.8mW at 1.6Hz. Lai et al [99] conducted a laboratory test on a DEG in the
application of human walking. Their device was simple in nature and generated
a relatively low energy gain, 10 − 50µJ , however it did experimentally prove the
validity of energy harvesting from human walking. Kaltseis et al [41] conducted a
laboratory based experiment on a DEG in diaphragm mode and showed an average
power of 17mW/g, however it only achieved a 7.5% efficiency.
A common application of DE EH is in wave EH, in this work an oscillating water
column (OWC) uses a chamber open to the sea at the bottom, and with a DEG
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Figure 2.12: A schematic of a typical oscillating water column based DEG. The
changing wave surface height creates a cyclically varying air pressure inside the
chamber which can deform the DEG inwards and outwards.
covering its top, as shown in Figure 2.12. When the waves cause the water level
in the air to rise and fall, the cyclically increase the air pressure enclosed in the
chamber. This forces the DEG to expand outwards and inwards, effectively going
through two relaxation cycles per wave period. There are several types of wave
energy converters that utilise DEs. Moretti et al [100] proposed a generator called
poly-surge that has to be sealed to the seabed. Their numerical study based on this
design provided an output of 1.56MW. However, this was based on 15m3 of DEM
and a model, which unrealistically assumed no losses due to viscoelasticity. Later
Moretti et al [101] developed a DEG, similar in principle to an OWC generator,
but using DEs instead of an air turbine. Their generator had an output of 0.3J ,
or 173J/kg, which is equivalent to 0.15W . This was then continued by the authors
in a range of work where they achieved an efficiency of 18% of input wave energy
converted into electrical energy [102]. Vertechy et al [103] have also investigated an
OWC generator and experimentally tested it in a tank at a scale of 1:50. Their scaled
model produced a maximum power of 76.8mW. However, if the model was built at
its full scale size, the authors estimated that it would be capable of producing 68kW
of power at the optimal wave conditions of 2m height and a period of 11.7s. Lv et
al [75] developed a DE-based wave energy converter for capturing heaving motion
of waves. Their work showed that as the input voltage increased the experimental
and theoretical power output both increased as expected, but the efficiency dropped.
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This was mainly due to the current leakage at high voltage. The approximate energy
output of the system was 0.25mJ per cycle. Binh et al [104] designed a floating wave
energy converter that uses a control system, which aided in maximising the generated
energy. The proposed control system allowed an increase in the device efficiency of
up to 25% in numerical simulations. A full scale multi-physics model has also been
created and experimentally validated which generated 3.8W at a wave frequency of
0.5Hz, which the model estimated would correlate to 560kW for a full scale model
[40].
2.2 Vibrations
This section will lay out the principles of vibrating structures. Beginning with an
overview of simple vibrating systems, the system response to a harmonic force will
be considered. This will then be further developed to examine the behaviour of
nonlinear structures under harmonic motion. The section will end by considering
how a stochastic force can be modelled into such structures.
2.2.1 Linear Systems
A conservative linear dynamic system is often thought of in terms of a spring-mass
system, where a spring connects the behaviour of a mass, with an example shown
in Figure 2.13a. The term “linear” describes the behaviour of the spring, with a
linear spring having the restoring force directly proportional to the deformation of
the spring, i.e. F (z) = Kz, according to Hooke’s law, where K is the spring stiffness
and z is its deformation. Any real world system however will have some energy loss
in the form of friction, heat etc. Oftentimes components of a system will remove
a considerable amount of energy from the system. In a dynamic system this is
often commonly represented as a viscous damper, shown in Figure 2.13b, with the
damping force being proportional to the velocity of the system and thus is governed
by the equation F (ż) = αż, where α is the damping coefficient. This then leads
to the equations of motion for the systems presented in figures 2.13a and 2.13b in
equations (2.7) and (2.8) respectively.
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Mz̈ = −Kz (2.7)
Mz̈ = −αż −Kz (2.8)
(a) The electrical circuit being mod-
elled
(b) The electrical cycle
Figure 2.13: Models of single degree of freedom system
When a dynamic system is excited, by a harmonic excitation for example, the
system will have a response based upon those excitation conditions. Such a system
is shown in Figure 2.14 which shows the spring-mass-damper system portrayed in
Figure 2.13b, however there is now a forcing term, F (t), present. If this forcing term
is harmonic then F = A cos 2πf0t, where A is the amplitude of the harmonic motion
and f0 is it’s frequency.
This would then lead to the derivation of the equation of motion for the system
shown in Figure 2.14 as:
Mz̈ + αż +Kz = A cos 2πf0t (2.9)
Through integration the velocity and displacement of the of the mass can be
found for any time step, these equations are given below where the integration











Figure 2.14: A forced spring-mass-damper system
Special attention should be given to the term for the displacement of the mass.





this can provide an understanding of the behaviour of the system, for example
it becomes clear that the range of displacements the device will move through will
increase linearly with an increasing amplitude. Critically though the response will
decrease quadratically with an increasing frequency.
It is common knowledge that the maximum energy response of a system to a
vibration will occur when the vibrations are at the natural frequency of the system.
So often one of the most important aspects of a VEH is its natural frequency, given
that the generator natural frequency should be matched to the excitation frequency
as best as possible.
There has been work conducted to determine the maximum kinetic energy from
vibrations that can be converted into electrical energy. It has been shown that the
maximal energy conversion will occur when the electrical and mechanical damping
values are both matched and reduced [105]. This work along with others [6, 106]
showed that the average power that can be extracted from a base vibration of a








where ωn is the natural freuqncy and ζ is the damping ratio which is related to
the damping coefficient, α, by α = 2ζ
√
K/M . As one can see the above equation







here the cubic dependence of the natural frequency is clear. Yet the power is
also strongly influenced by the amplitude of the motion, as well as by the mass and
damping ratio. It is clear that to maximise the harvested power, the device should
theoretically have a very large mass, and small damping ratio.
2.2.2 Nonlinear Vibrations
Many classical VEH systems use linear vibration, however it has been shown that
nonlinear systems can have many advantages for EH applications. The nonlinearity
has the effect of widening the natural frequency which can allow the device greater
flexibility. Additionally nonlinear structures are less affected by manufacturing er-
rors, since a slight defect can alter the operating frequency, which is mitigated by
the broadband response [107].
Dynamically the nonlinear response differs from the linear response discussed
in 2.2.1 by considering a spring of the type F (z) = Kzn, where n is the degree of
nonlinearity. Nonlinear systems are often impossible to provide exact solutions for,
hence experiments or detailed numerical are required to understand such systems.
Such nonlinear systems are commonly modelled using the Duffing equation [108,
109], the Duffing equation considers a nonlinear system, oscillating under a harmonic
force in a single degree of freedom and is given as:
z̈ + αż +K1z +K2z
3 = A cos f0t (2.14)
where K1 and K2 are constants. This equation represents a system which con-
tains a linear viscous damping component and a nonlinear spring where the constant
K2 controls the degree of nonlinearity in the system. When K2 > 0 the system is
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(a) K2 = 0 (b) K2 > 0
Figure 2.15: The influence of excitation frequency on the system response in non-
linear oscillations.
said to be a “hardening” system and when K2 < 0 the system is said to be “soft-
ening” and when K2 = 0 the system resembles a linear spring with the nonlinear
component, also called the Duffing term, being removed. The system response over
a rage of frequencies is shown in Figure 2.15 with K2 = 0 shown in Figure 2.15a and
K2 > 0 shown in Figure 2.15b.
The case of K2 = 0 which creates a linear system shows the clear influence of
the natural frequency on the system response in linear systems, reinforcing equa-
tion (2.12). However for the “hardening” system shown in Figure 2.15b there is
a significant difference. The system response is now skewed forwards and has an
unstable region, coincidentally the figure would look similar for a “softening” case of
K2 < 0, however the response would be skewed backwards. The system response in
such nonlinear cases is not so simple as certain excitation frequencies may produce
a range of system responses. Therefor the system response is instead a function of
the excitation frequency and the system behaviour. For example in Figure 2.15b
consider the system being excited at a high frequency, then the system response is
given at point A. If the frequency is then very slowly decreased the system response
will then follow the line AFB, at which point the response will “jump” up to point
C. Then when the frequency continues to decrease the response will move along the
line CD. If the frequency is then slowly increased the response will move back up the
line DC, and instead of jumping back down it will continue up the line CE. At this
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point if the response is further increased the response will “jump” down to point F,
before further moving along the line FA. This means that for all frequencies between
points B/C and E/F there are three possible system responses. However the central
point is unstable, which is represented by the dashed line in Figure 2.15b. This
means that if the system is excited in this frequency range the system response will
be determined by the initial conditions (ICs). If the ICs are high energy then it
can force the response into the higher energy branch, however if the ICs are lower
energy the response will be on the lower branch.
The study of nonlinear structures has been underway for a long time and still
continues with modern branches of study such as chaos theory. In this work bifur-
cation is often used to help understand a highly nonlinear system. Bifurcation is
the process by which the influence of one specific parameter which can alter the per-
formance of a system is evaluated. It differs from a normal parameter investigation
however since bifurcation can consider the system under all states of the investiga-
tion parameter and can often reveal interesting information about the system.
2.2.3 Stochastic Vibrations
An issue can occur however for EH systems operating in the real world, where vibra-
tion sources are not always purely harmonic, specifically issues arrises in trying to nu-
merically simulate random processes. The software used in this work, MATLABTM ,
is capable of generating pseudo-random numbers which meet an acceptable level of
randomness to be used in this work. To make this truly valid however any system
which employs the generation and use of random numbers should have at least 106
numerical points throughout a simulation, and results are averaged over a hundred
simulations.
Randomness in this work is done using the Gaussian distribution, also called the
normal function or bell curve, this curve is shown for inclusiveness in Figure 2.16.
The Gaussian distribution is based on two main components; its mean, shown in
Figure 2.16 as z̄, and also its standard deviation, which is also shown and represented
as σ. The probability density function of a Gaussian distribution is:
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this expression can be used to find the distribution of the values of the random
variable. Another useful term which can help to understand the spread of values is
the variance. The variance of a value is the mean square of the difference between
the random variable and the mean, it is also the square of the standard deviation.
When conducting an investigation of energy harvesting potential however, it is
the output of the system that is of primary concern. For a stochastic system this
can be done by determining the electrical power produced by the system for each
impact, or time steps within the impacts, and from the determining the average





where i is the energy per impact, or time step within impacts, and N is the
number of impacts, or time steps, within the simulation.
Because of the random nature of a stochastic excitation it is ideal to try and
design a VEH which can either tune itself to the operating frequency, or extend the
range of frequencies over which it is effective. This has conventionally been done by
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creating bistable, or even multi-stable systems. Such systems will oscillate between
two or more stable energy “wells” and hence can operate over a broadband of fre-
quencies. Multiple review works have been compiled detailing a range of methods
and VEH generators which rely on this principle [110, 111]. It has also been noted
however that systems with larger damping, whilst harvesting less power will harvest
power over a naturally wider range of frequencies [105].
2.2.4 Numerical Simulation of Nonlinear Structures
Since a nonlinear system is often impossible to provide exact solutions for, they
are regularly numerically modelled and solved. There are a variety of numerical
modelling techniques which can be used, however this work will rely upon the 4th
order Runge-Kutta method to solve the differential equations. The Runge-Kutta
method evaluates the response of a system which is dependent upon the system
itself by evaluating the change over each time step based upon initial conditions.
Consider for example the initial value problem:
ż = f(t, z), z(t0) = z0 (2.17)
here it is clear that the change in the variable z is dependent upon time and
the initial value of z0. This is done by splitting a time step into four sections
and evaluating the slope of the response at each quarter time step, before taking a
weighted average of the slopes, i.e.:
zi+1 = zi +
1
6
(k1 + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4)
ti+1 = ti + ∆t
(2.18)
where zi and zi+1 are the values of z at the beginning and end of the time step




k1 = ∆tf(ti, zi),














k4 = ∆tf(ti + ∆t, zi + k3)
(2.19)
These expressions can be implemented to understand the dynamics of a non-
linear structure. First the nonlinear equation of motion must be derived for the
acceleration of the device under all conditions. Then the Runge-Kutta method is
implemented in dual to find the velocity of the mass at each instance using the
equation of motion and the time step. Additionally the time step and that velocity
of the curve can be used simultaneously to find the coincident position of the system
for each velocity. This is shown below by implementing equations (2.18) and (2.20)
to find the value of the position (zi) and the velocity (żi) at each time step, where
the slopes of each quarter are denoted by k and k̇ respectively.
k1 = ∆t× (żi),
k̇1 = ∆t× f(z̈i)
















k4 = ∆t× (żi + k̇3),
k̇4 = ∆t× f(z̈i + k3)
(2.20)
These slopes can then be weighted and averaged to find the new position and
velocity of the mass in a nonlinear structure using:
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zi+1 = zi +
1
6
(k1 + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4)
żi+1 = żi +
1
6
(k̇1 + 2k̇2 + 2k̇3 + k̇4)
ti+1 = ti + ∆t
(2.21)
This approach has been used throughout this work with varying equations of
motion dependent upon the model used. With the full equations of motion (f(z̈1))




This chapter introduces the general concept of the novel device conceptualised in this
work. It begins with an overview of two numerical models, elastic and viscoelastic,
used to simulate the dynamic and electrical response of the device to the external
vibration. Finally the device output is analysed with that analysis coming into
three main sections, the first which considers the general system under a range of
conditions with some system parameters being varied to understand the system
better. The second section of the results will consider the output of the system
under a range of excitation conditions for a variety of device orientations. The final
section will consider the system with viscoelastic impacts.
3.1 Elastic Impact Model
The mathematical model used for these studies the device shown in Figure 3.1. The
device consists of hollow cylinder of mass M , with a free to move ball, of mass m,
placed inside the cylinder. There are two prestrained DEMs, shown in orange and
located within a housing, enclosing the ends of cylinder so that the ball is contained
between the DEMs. The cylinder has a length of d and the distance from the
end of the cylinder to the DEM is w. The cylinder has an internal radius of Rc,in
which is marginally larger than the radius of the ball rb. The interaction between
the ball and the cylinder wall is considered to be frictionless and is thus neglected.
The excitation force, F (t), and the displacement of the device and ball, which are
denoted as zM and zm respectively, all act along the z-axis which is inclined at the
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angle β (0◦ 6 β 6 90◦) with respect to the horizontal.
Figure 3.1: A schematic of the vibration energy harvesting device.
The device works by having external vibrations move the entire cylinder and
DEM housing unit. The gravity component, if present, and impacting between the
ball and the DEMs will cause the ball to move between the two DEMs. When the
ball impacts a DEM it will cause its deformation, which creates a varying capacitance
and can be used to increase the voltage of a constant charge placed over the DEM.
Because of this there are four stages of the DEM which differ dynamically and
electrically from each other, and are shown in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2: Stages of the DEM. Stage 1: Unprepared material. Stage 2: prestrained
DEM. Stage 3: DEM at the maximum extent of the deformation upon impact. Stage
4: The DEM after impact.
Stage 1 shows the initial state of the DEM before it is prestrained, and Stage 2
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shows the DEM prestrained and connected to the electrical supply. When the ball
impacts the DEM it will deform to its maximum extent, this is represented in Stage
3, during this process charge will continue to flow onto the DEM. Finally when the
ball leaves the DEM, the DEM will return to an undeformed state, mechanically
identical to Stage 2, but with different electrical characteristics. At this point the
net electrical energy can be removed from the DEM which will return the DEM to
Stage 2, allowing for cyclical operation. To fully understand the operating principles
of the device the dynamics of this vibro-impact system should be considered, after
which the electrical system and the gain in electrical energy can be derived. The
dimensional and electrical variables for each of these four stages are, AEj, hj, Cj,
UDE and Qj, which are used to represent the area, thickness, capacitance, voltage
and charge over the DEM respectively, where the subscript j donates each applicable
stage.
3.1.1 Dynamic Analysis
Consider the device subjected to the external harmonic vibration F (t) = A cos 2πf0t
where A and f0 represent the amplitude and frequency respectively. Since the mass
of the cylinder is much larger than the ball and the vibration source is considered to
be much larger, the motion of the cylinder is only influenced by the vibration source





then using the methodology presented in Section 2.2.1 the velocity and position










which provides the response amplitude of the cylinder as:
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There is also another force acting on the system, in that the ball will experience
a gravitation force when β 6= 0◦ which gives the motion of the ball between impacts:
z̈m = −g sin β (3.4)
where g is the acceleration due to gravity and g = 9.8ms−2 throughout this
work. The ball will also experience forces caused by interaction between the ball
and the DEMs which occur upon impact. The DEM is dynamically considered as
a nonlinear spring with a restoring force f(x) = Kxn where K and n are material
constants, which will be experimentally determined later, and x is the deformation
of the DEM.
The restoring force produced by the DEM can then be calculated for any given
value of deformation. When the device is in operation however, it will not always be
deforming a DEM, there is a maximum displacement within the cylinder where no
impacting will occur which is found to be s = d + 2w − 2rb. Now to determine the
conditions of impact a relative displacements of the device to the ball is introduced
as ∆z = zM − zm. Hence the conditions of impact are given as:
∆z = zM − zm = s/2, (when the ball impacts the bottom/left DEM)∆z = zM − zm = −s/2, (when the ball impacts the top/right DEM) (3.5)
When the ball impacts the DEM with an initial velocity, vm−, it will immediately
experience a force which will cause the ball to decelerate to rest which will occur
at the maximum deflection, δ. After this point the ball will accelerate under the
force of the DEM until it reaches its rebound velocity, vm+. Due to the earlier
assumption that the velocity of cylinder is unaffected by the impacts, the velocity of
the cylinder before and after impacts are known as vM− = vM+ = vM . Treating the
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Kxndx = − K
n+ 1
δn+1 (3.6)


















where r is the restitution coefficient which is a measure of the energy lost in an
impact, with a completely elastic impact having a value of r = 1. Also shown is the
mass ratio, τ , where τ = m/M , this means that when M  m, τ ≈ 0. If this is the
case then the velocity of the ball after impact can be estimated as:
vm+ = −r(vm− − vM− + vM+) = −rvm− + (r + 1)vM (3.9)
With these above expressions and known excitation parameters and ICs of the
system, the position and velocity of the cylinder and the ball can be numerically
determined for each point in time.
3.1.2 Electrical Analysis
The electrical system used in this model is shown in Figure 3.3, comprising of a
constant voltage supply which is connected to the rest of the circuit via a diode.
After which there are five branches of the circuit in parallel, two of which contain
the DEMs, one has a Zener diode, the other two contain a load and a voltmeter
reading the output voltage Uout over the load. The Zener diode is installed to a
specific voltage Uz, for any voltage U 6 Uz the Zener diode will ideally behave as
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an infinite resistance whereas any voltage U > Uz the Zener diode will behave as an
ideal conductor. The system operates as follows; The DEMs are stretched under a
constant supply voltage Uin charging them to the charge Q3, then when the DEM
begins relaxing the charge over it is held constant at Q3 since the current cannot flow
through either the diode or Zener diode. Thus with this decreasing capacitance and
constant charge, the voltage over the DEM will increase. Once this voltage reaches
U4, where U4 > Uz the charge will be allowed to exit the DEMs and move through
the load where the voltage can be measured. In this circuit the two diodes behave
as switches based upon the voltage over the DEM, one condition which should be
satisfied is that Uin 6 Uz.
Figure 3.3: The electrical circuit being modelled
Since the energy gain is dependent upon the deformation of the DEM, to evaluate
the electrical potential the state of the DEM at its maximum deflection (Stage 3)
must be explored. When the ball is deforming the DEM, the area of the DEM is
the sum of two parts AE3 = AE3,1 + AE3,2. One is the area in direct contact with
the ball (AE3,1), the second is the material between the inner radius of the tube and
the ball contact (AE3,2). These are shown in Figure 3.4 by the solid orange line and
the dotted line respectively and are well understood geometric shapes defined as a
spherical cap and a conical frustum respectively and their areas given in equations
(3.10) and (3.11) respectively.
AE3,1 = 2πr
2
b (1− cosφ) (3.10)
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Figure 3.4: Geometry of the DEM under deformation, with the solid orange line
representing a spherical cap and the dotted line is a conical fulcrum.
AE3,2 =
πR2c,in − π(r sinφ)2
cosφ
(3.11)
Where all the necessary parameters are known except for the angle φ, which is
the angle at which the DEM departs from the ball and heads towards to cylinder





δ − rb(1− cosφ)
R2 − rb sinφ
(3.12)
which can then be simplified further using the trigonometric identity sin2 φ +
cos2 φ = 1, so that:
cosφ =




2 [R22 + (δ − rb)2]
(3.13)
Therefore when the maximum δ is known for any impact using (3.7), as well
as the dimensional constants R2 and rb. The angle φ can be determined and thus
the area of the DEM at its maximum deflection. Using the constant volume of the
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material, the thickness can be calculated and hence the capacitance of the DEM at
Stage 3 is known. At this point the initial voltage bias, Uin, is placed over the DEM
using the circuit shown in Figure 3.3.
When the DEM proceeds to Stage 4, the physical parameters of the DEM are
the same as at Stage 2, as well as the capacitance. However, since the charge over
the DEM is kept constant from Stage 3 to Stage 4 and capacitance is decreasing












Since h2 > h3 this will result in U4 > Uin. Proving that impacts occurring on the
DEM where the electrical system shown in Figure 3.3 is used will have a resultant
voltage produced which is larger than the input voltage. This voltage gain will
then be used over the load, completing the cycle, the energy gain per cycle for this




U2in(C3 − C2) (3.15)
which is the same relationship as the literature would suggest in equation (2.5).
3.1.3 Experimental Validation
From the above analysis it is clear that the dynamic interaction between the ball
and cylinder can have predictable energy outputs, to confirm this experiments were
conducted to determine the material properties of the DEM. An experimental val-
idation was then carried out to confirm that the behaviour of the DEM was well
modelled by the numerical simulation.
To conduct the experiments a DEM must first be manufactured. This was done
using the material V HBTM 4910. The material was then prestrained using the
radial stretcher shown in 3.5a which stretches the elastomer to the desired stretch
rate, the membrane was then evenly coated on each side by carbon black.
The housing used for each DEM was made of a 3mm thick piece of perspex and
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(a) The radial stretcher used to pre-
strain the DEM
(b) A completed DEM
Figure 3.5: The manufacturing process showing the radial stretcher that is used to
prestrain the DEM, as well as the completed DEM.
laser cut into a hollow tube with the inner and outer radii set to be 11.75mm and
18.75mm respectively. Connecting electrodes were then attached to these housings,
these connecting electrodes were made of copper coated PET fabric shielding. This
material is conductive on one side and adhesive on the other and they were cut with
an inner and outer radii of 12.5mm and 15.5mm respectively. Two of these housing
components were then used to sandwich the DEM, care was taken to extend the
radius of the carbon black powder on the membrane so that it would contact the
whole ring of the connecting electrode, yet not extend to the edge of the housing.
The reason for this was twofold, firstly if the conductive powder was to reach the
edge then it could provide a potential short circuit across the DEM. Secondly the
housing cases were held together by the strongly adhesive nature of V HBTM 4910.
With this adhesion occurring in the space between the outer circumferences of the
connecting electrode and the housing, if too much powder was to get in this space
it would loose adhesion and the entire DEM housing would lose integrity, the final
DEG is shown in Figure 3.5b.
The material constants K and n were then determined experimentally using a
similar DEM which has been biaxially prestrained to twice its original length. The
DEM has a prestrained radius of R2 = 6.3mm and thickness of h2 = 0.25mm and is
held within a housing of inner radius Rc,in = 6.3mm which is shown in Figure 3.6a.
The test is conducted using the Instron 5567 and is shown in Figure 3.6b.
The results for this test are plotted in Figure 3.7, also plotted is the line of best fit.
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(a) The membrane being tested (b) The testing process
Figure 3.6: Testing the membrane to determine the material dynamic properties
It can be seen from the figure that the experimental data is in good accordance with
the fitted line with most values being within a small absolute margin of ±0.2N , also
as the deflection increases the envelope of experimental data reduces. The material
parameters are calculated as K = 4.0847× 105 and n = 2.6
Experimental validation of the numerical model was then carried out using a
DEM which had been twice prestrained to give the dimensions R2 = 12.625mm and
h2 = 0.25mm also the relative permittivity for the material was taken as ε = 3.4.
This DEM was charged using a constant voltage supply where the current flowing
onto the DEM was measured using a Keithely 610C solid state electrometer, which
was then displayed using a ISO-TECH IDS-2240E oscilloscope as shown in Figure
3.8b.
A ball with a mass and radius of m = 32g and rb = 11mm was dropped from
a height of H = 25mm onto the DEM. This caused charge to be drawn onto the
DEM, which was then recored on the oscilloscope with the results of the response
for an input voltage of 225V being shown in Figure 3.9. As can be seen in the figure
there is an interference caused by the mains supply at 50Hz and a spike where the
impact occurred. From this the time of impact can be found as ∆t = t2 − t1 =
0.53s−0.4865s = 0.0435s and the maximum current spike is of Imax = 3.33×10−7A
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Figure 3.7: Experimental data and fitted curve showing the dynamic behaviour of
the membrane acting as a nonlinear spring.
(a) The DEM being
charged by a con-
stant voltage
(b) Measuring the charging current (c) Ball impacting
on the DEM
Figure 3.8: Equipment used in the experimental validation of the model
Figure 3.9: The charging current upon impact with an input voltage of 225V
The maximal current drawn by the system can also be calculated using the
numerical model described. The initial velocity before the impact can be calculated
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as vm− =
√
2gH, which can then be used to find the maximum deflection and hence
area and thickness of the DEM at that state using equations (3.7), (3.10), (3.11)




















The experimental results have been plotted in Figure 3.10 showing the depen-
dence of the charging current on the supply voltage. It can be seen in the figure that
the trend-line of the experimental results match extremely well with the numerical
simulation. These results show that the numerical model developed can accurately
predict the EH behaviour of the DEMs.
Figure 3.10: The relationship between the supply voltage and the charging current.
3.1.4 Numerical Validation
Before the model can be used to analytically investigate the response of the system
a further range of simulations can be carried out to show the validity of the model.
The system behaviour relies heavily upon the initial conditions (ICs) as well as
the dimensional, nonlinear and electrical parameters. Unless otherwise stated the
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properties of the system used in this chapter are: M = 124.5g, m = 3.5g, R2 =
Rc,in = 6.3mm, rb = 5mm, d = 42mm, w = 6mm, h0 = 0.25mm, Uin = Uz = 2000V
and finally β = 0◦ so that there is no gravitational force acting on the ball. Also it
should be stated that the zero displacement positions for the ball and cylinder are
coincident with each other in the centre of the cylinders range of motion.
It is important to stress that purely elastic impacts (r = 1) are impossible in
real life, however in such a case the system response will be purely determined by
its ICs. For inelastic impacts though (0 6 r 6 1) the energy of these ICs will be
dissipated through the time dependent energy losses and the steady state response
of the system will be determined by the excitation parameters. However due to the
highly nonlinear behaviour of the system the ICs can force the system to a specific
operating regime and this must be fully investigated.
Figure 3.11 shows the outline of how the results are qualitatively analysed by
simulating the model for an excitation small enough that no impacts will occur.
The excitation on the system has an amplitude and frequency of A = 0.01N and
f0 = 2Hz respectively, the restitution coefficient of the DEMs are assumed to be
r = 1 and the ICs are zm = zM = żm = żM = 0, also called zero ICs.
Figure 3.11: Displacements and velocities of the outer structure (a) and (b); and
the ball (c) and (d); relative displacement (e) and the voltage gain in the system
(f). For the excitation A = 0.01N , f0 = 2Hz and r = 1
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Figure 3.11 is better understood by considering the data in each subplot as
a separate result as part of a comprehensive evaluation of the system, with all
subplots showing the same time scale. Figure 3.11a shows the displacement of the
cylinder, and in accordance with the earlier assumptions it is not influenced by the
impacts, thus its displacement will stay harmonic. Figure 3.11b shows the velocity
of the cylinder, which for the same reason will also maintain a harmonic signal.
Figure 3.11c shows the position of the ball, along with the ball’s velocity shown in
Figure 3.11d. Figure 3.11e shows the relative displacement between the ball and the
cylinder, then finally Figure 3.11f shows the live voltage over the DE. This model
describes this voltage gain as in instantaneous discharging to the battery or load,
hence this subplot will show the energy gain as voltage spikes.
As can be seen in Figure 3.11, due to the low excitation amplitude the cylinder
displacement does not reach a significant enough value for the ball to impact off
of one of the DEMs, thus the ball has no motion due to β = 0◦ and the zero ICs.
If the excitation is increased though then impacts will begin to occur. A special
vibro-impact case can be observed when the ball will alternate impacting off of the
two DEMs periodically. This occurs with the same conditions as in Figure 3.11,
however with the ICs of zM(0) = −A/ [M(2πf0)2], żM(0) = 0, zm(0) = zM(0) + s/2
and żm(0) = −4f0zm(0), which is shown in Figure 3.12.
As can be seen in Figure 3.12 with specific ICs and a totally elastic system a
classical saw-tooth impact response can be elicited. This can be easily destroyed
however when the amplitude of the excitation exceeds A > M(2πf0)
2s/2 = 0.4325.
This leads to the next simulation in Figure 3.13 which shows the response of the
system where all other values are kept equal to those in Figure 3.12, except from
the excitation amplitude is now A = 0.5N .
As can be seen in Figure 3.13 the saw-tooth pattern has now been destroyed.
Previously the impacts had occurred at regular intervals, however there is now occa-
sionally much shorter distances between impacts (as highlighted by the red circles in
Figure 3.13c). These smaller impacts will correlate to lower voltage gains, as shown
in Figure 3.13f, where the voltage gain is irregular in both its frequency and magni-
tude. Another set of ICs is considered in Figure 3.14 with zM(0) = −A/ [M(2πf0)2],
żM(0) = 0, zm(0) = 0 and żm(0) = 0 and with all other excitation parameters the
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Figure 3.12: Displacements and velocities of the outer structure (a) and (b); and
the ball (c) and (d); relative displacement (e) and the voltage gain in the system (f).
For the excitation A = 0.01N , f0 = 2Hz and r = 1 showing a saw-tooth pattern
Figure 3.13: Displacements and velocities of the outer structure (a) and (b); and
the ball (c) and (d); relative displacement (e) and the voltage gain in the system
(f). For the excitation A = 0.5N , f0 = 2Hz and r = 1
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same.
Figure 3.14: Displacements and velocities of the outer structure (a) and (b); and
the ball (c) and (d); relative displacement (e) and the voltage gain in the system
(f). For the excitation A = 0.5N , f0 = 2Hz and r = 1 showing a double impact
pattern.
In Figure 3.14 the motion differs from Figure 3.11 as in this case it is not saw-
tooth since the ball will impact off of the left DEM twice before impacting on the
opposite DEM and repeating in a quasi-periodic manner. Unfortunately it is not
possible to set the ICs of such a system in the real world, especially when β = 0◦,
thus it is reasonable to assume zero ICs for a horizontal system. The simulation for
these ICs and the same excitation as in Figure 3.14 is shown in 3.15.
The results for the real ICs shown in 3.15 describe an almost chaotic response
with a wide range of impact types and energy harvested. On some occasions there
will be multiple impacts on a single DEM before impacting on the other, alternatively
some impacts will occur on opposite DEMs in sequence. It is also important to
investigate the response of the system for inelastic impacts (r < 1). The results for
as near to saw-tooth conditions as possible under the same excitation conditions as
in Figure 3.15 are shown for r = 0.6 and r = 0.3 in Figures 3.16 and 3.17 respectively.
It can be seen in Figures 3.16 and 3.17 that the response of the system to an in-
elastic impact cannot produce a true saw-tooth pattern, instead a slight asymmetry
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Figure 3.15: Displacements and velocities of the outer structure (a) and (b); and
the ball (c) and (d); relative displacement (e) and the voltage gain in the system
(f). For the excitation A = 0.5N , f0 = 2Hz and r = 1 and real ICs.
Figure 3.16: Displacements and velocities of the outer structure (a) and (b); and
the ball (c) and (d); relative displacement (e) and the voltage gain in the system
(f). For the excitation A = 0.5N , f0 = 2Hz and r = 0.6.
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Figure 3.17: Displacements and velocities of the outer structure (a) and (b); and
the ball (c) and (d); relative displacement (e) and the voltage gain in the system
(f). For the excitation A = 0.5N , f0 = 2Hz and r = 0.3.
will appear as well as double impacts.
Another influential system effect to be validated is that of the inclination angle,
β. When β > 0◦ the ball will experience the influence of gravity with the force on
the ball described in (3.4). If the system under zero ICs is first considered for the
system under no external excitation and inclined at an angle of β = 90◦ then the
ball should simply bounce on the bottom DEM. This is shown in Figure 3.18
Figures 3.18 to 3.23 show numerical validations for non-horizontal inclination
angles. The top left plot shows the displacement of the ball and outer mass in blue
and dashed red respectively, with their relative displacement shown in the upper
central plot. The lower left plot shows the velocity of the ball and outer mass in
blue and red respectively. The lower central plot shows the voltage gain produced
due to impacts, finally the right plot shows the phase space of the ball’s dynamics.
Figure 3.18a shows the ball falling down from its initial position to a minimum
displacement, at which point it impacts off of the bottom DEM and changes direc-
tion. In this simulation the restitution coefficient is taken as r = 1, thus the impact
is elastic resulting in the ball returning to its original position. This response will
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Table 4.1: Results of the numerical modelling for various values of n
Nonlinearity, n 1 1.8 2.6 3 5
Peak Frequency (Hz) 50 50 35 14 3
Maximum Energy Density (J/kg) 0.017 0.373 9.15 32.2 4359
producing a larger deformation for the same force when compared to a smaller degree
of nonlinearity. As one can see in Figure 4.17 this leads to the power harvested by
the device increasing massively with an increase in n. Not only is there many orders
of magnitude increase for small increases in the nonlinearity, but there is also a
shift to the lower frequency range as n increases. This is a very significant finding.
Given that most vibrations in nature such as human walking will occur in this lower
frequency range. If a modification to the device can create such a large increase
in harvested power, as well as moving the peak frequency into the lower frequency
range, it merits further investigation.
The results from Figure 4.17 are tabulated in Table 4.1 so that they can be
accurately compared to similar works. Research by Moretti et al [101] and Panigrahi
et al [121] has investigated DE based energy harvesting devices. These devices were
able to produce 173J/kg at f = 0.5Hz and 8.66J/kg at f = 1.8Hz respectively. It
may seem like these devices are superior to the device proposed here, however it is
not a straight comparison. When [101] is considered further it does not specify the
degree of nonlinearity in the material used, and it is clear from Table 4.1 that even
a small change in this value could provide a significant change in the power density.
Also the input voltage and undeformed DEM capacitance used in [101] are far larger
than the values used for the device proposed here. When their parameters are used
in this numerical simulation the two devices produce a very similar power density.
4.2.3 The Triangular Scheme vs the Constant Voltage Scheme.
The results in this section thus far have been assuming that the triangular electrical
scheme was being used, with the power calculated using equation (4.14). This is a
relatively new electrical scheme with only a few works conducted utilising it. How-
ever these works can only be compared against other loosely similar works. This
numerical model allows the same system to be compared using both the triangu-
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(a) A = 10N and d = 0 (b) f0 = 15Hz and d = 0
(c) A = 10N and d = 4rb (d) f0 = 15Hz and d = 4rb
Figure 4.18: Comparison of two schemes for α = 7.6, β = 0◦.
lar scheme and the constant voltage scheme, where the power is calculated using
equation (4.15). The results of this comparison are presented in Figure 4.18 where
the simulation uses β = 0◦ and α = 7.6 to compare the system under two values of
separation, d = 0 and d = 4rb. In each figure the triangular scheme is represented by
the blue line and the constant voltage scheme is represented by the red line. It can
be seen that the triangular scheme is superior to the constant voltage scheme in all
cases. This can be measured with the triangular scheme harvesting approximately
49.7% more power when d = 0 and 33.2% when d = 4rb. This is only the case
however when the system dynamics allow energy generation to occur. For example
in Figure 4.18c when the system is excited at f0 = 18Hz the EH potential of the
system will collapse due to the response amplitude no longer being great enough
to cause significant deformations. Similarly in Figure 4.18d, due to the horizontal
orientation and d > 2rb the system will need a specific excitation amplitude before
impacting will occur, this happens at A = 7N in this case. For conditions such as
these the difference between the triangular and constant voltage scheme is either
negligible or both are zero. It is clear then, that when the system dynamics allow
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for large DEM deflections the triangular scheme is theoretically preferable. How-
ever the complex switching involved in the triangular scheme means that it can be
difficult to implement in practice.
4.3 White Noise Model
The white noise model described in this section will show how the preloaded model
described in the above section can be marginally altered to simulate the system being
excited by a Gaussian white noise. The dynamic system necessary to describe such
motion is introduced. Then the electrical system is developed in a method which is
more applicable for harvesting energy from random changes in the DEM capacitance.
This new white noise model will then be validated before being implemented later.
4.3.1 Dynamic Analysis
Here the system is considered to be excited by a mean-zero Gaussian white noise as





where ξ(t) is the mean-zero white noise and σ is the standard deviation of that
noise, with a variance of D = σ2. Otherwise the remaining dynamical system
remains the same as the preloaded model described earlier. This then leads to the
adapting of the equation of motion shown in (4.8), and is now modelled as:








However for larger values of σ the external excitation becomes the dominant





these equations can then be used to model the system when subjected to white
noise, with each time step being evaluated for the relative position and velocity of
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the ball. With this the spring and damping forces can be known and fed back into
the equation for the next time step.
4.3.2 Electrical Analysis
The electrical scheme used here will be the constant voltage scheme. However due to
the random nature of the DEMs changing capacitance in this model a more applica-
ble method of evaluating the power harvested will be presented here. This evaluation









where the subscripts max and min refer to the positions of maximum and min-
imum stretch respectively. This equation can then be manipulated to express the




U2in(Cmax − Cmin) (4.20)
To then find the corresponding electrical power the time derivative of this rela-
tionship can be taken to produce the power produced over that time step. This is
shown in equation (4.21) with subscript i highlighting this is simply the power the








Thus to determine the average power produced by the device over a whole time













It should be stressed that this is the relationship for an individual DEM, with
both DEMs in the system behaving electrically independent, yet they will clearly
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both have mechanical interactions. The total average power produced by the gen-
erator is then a sum of the average powers of both the upper and lower DEMs, or
Ptotal = Pu + Pl.
4.3.3 Validation
This model is then validated under a random white noise of variance D = 1 when
d = 0 and the device is horizontal, as shown in Figure 4.19. Although all simulations
conducted using this model were conducted to simulate a hundred seconds of real
time Figure 4.19 shows only the first second of the simulation.
Figure 4.19: Random vibrations of D = 1 when d = 0, β = 0◦ and α = 7.6
In Figure 4.19 the relative motion and DEM properties are presented. The
top left plot shows the relative displacement of the ball in blue, with the red lines
highlighting the relative displacement necessary for the ball to depart a DEM. The
top right plot shows the relative velocity of the ball. The second row of plots show
the deflections of the left and right DEMs. With the respective capacitances of these
DEMs provided on the bottom row of plots, with the dashed orange line showing
the minimum possible capacitance, i.e. if the DEM is not deformed. As one can
see from these plots, the excitation force is never great enough to cause the ball
to depart from either DEM. Due to the preloaded nature of the device, when it is
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subjected to low intensity random vibrations the ball will often be in contact with
both DEMs.
4.4 Response to Stochastic Excitation
In this section the device will be subjected to an external stochastic vibration in the
form of a mean-zero Gaussian white noise. This is done using the model presented
in Section 4.3, and unless otherwise stated the parameters are: d = 0, Uin = 2000V ,
α = 7.6 and n = 2.6.
4.4.1 Influence of Material Nonlinearity
Here the influence of the material nonlinearity is investigated under stochastic vi-
brations. Figure 4.20 shows the results of numerical simulation for n = 1, 1.4, 2,
2.6, 3, 4 and 5. This is done for three values of noise intensity, with D = 1, 3 and
5 for two different values of separation d = 0 and d = 2rb. It should be stressed
that to maintain accuracy for simulations where n < 1.8 the time step, ∆t, was
lowered from 10−4s to 10−5s. This was necessary to accurately capture the all of
the information in the dynamic system.
(a) d = 0 (b) d = 2rb
Figure 4.20: The influence of material nonlinearity for a range of values of white
noise variance at two different values of separation
Figure 4.20 has some clear trends that can be observed, such as that the larger
the noise intensity, the more power will be harvested. However there are some more
subtle differences between the two figures. Figure 4.20a has three lines showing the
energy harvesting power in the device. With more power being harvested by larger
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noise intensities in all cases. Also the power harvested stays relatively constant in
the range 1 6 n 6 2.6, after this for n > 2.6 all three lines increase, with the most
rapid increase occurring for larger values of D. Whereas in Figure 4.20b all lines
increase as n increases, the only exception to this is for the lower noise intensity of
D = 1, where the line peaks at n = 4. A final point to notice is that the magnitude
of the power harvested by the device when d = 0 far surpasses the harvested power
when d = 2rb.
4.4.2 An Analytical Power Prediction Under Stochastic Ex-
citation
It is interesting to consider the potential of being able to predict the EH potential of
the system under stochastic excitation. This would allow a designer to estimate the
power output of the system simply by knowing the intensity of a random vibration.
Design decisions could then be made with the available power to determine the
power demand of various electronics in that environment. To do this the equation
for instantaneous power gain in the system (4.21) is reconsidered. This equation uses
the known capacitances at each time step from a numerical simulation to determine
the ∆C term. However when attempting to predict a random change in this term,



































where V is the constant volume of a DEM, and h is the thickness of the DEM
at any time instance. To find the inverse square change in this thickness as (4.23)
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Figure 4.21: Quadratic relationship between the non-dimensional deflection of a
DEM and its inverse square thickness
This relationship is used to determine the change in the inverse square thickness
of a DEM when it is in the harvesting phase (unstretching). Where the h1 is the
thickness of the DEM at the beginning of the time step and h2 is the thickness





must always be positive. The
relationship between the DEM deflection and inverse square thickness is a compli-
cated nonlinear relationship, however it can be quadratically approximated. Figure
4.21 shows this relationship where the deflection is presented as the non-dimensional
parameter µ, where µ = δ/rb.
This geometric relationship can then be used to estimate the change in the inverse






= (2a1δ + b1)∆δ (4.25)
where the coefficients a1 and b1 can be found from the line of best fit in Figure
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This is an expression for the power produced during a single time step. However
to consider the average power output, an average must be taken of each side of the












This expression can be simplified by representing the time derivative of the av-
erage change in membrane deflection as ∆δ/∆t = ¯̇δ. It is also a well known math-
ematical fact that δδ̇ = 0, thus the term 2a1δ can be neglected. This leads to a
final approximation in Figure 4.27 of the average power that could be harvested







The value of b1 depends solely upon the geometry and with rb = 11mm and Rin =
24mm this coefficient was found to be b1 = 4.2× 109.
Equation (4.28) is not yet fully analytical however, since it requires the average
deformation velocity of the DEM when it is in the harvesting mode. Thus a method
must be derived to calculate this based upon the system dynamics and noise inten-
sity. Since all the forces, specifically the spring forces, all act in the same direction
the device can be considered a single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) system. There are
some assumptions made in this following derivation, mainly that the ball does not
lose contact with either DEM. A derivative of this is the the ball velocity is equal
to the DEM velocity. Finally it is assumed that there are no gravitational forces i.e.
β = 0◦. This is necessary as whilst it has been shown earlier that when d = 0 the
influence of gravity is negligible, the gravitational forces would add a slight skew
onto the average in one direction. When these assumptions are taken into account
the SDOF system is a mass suspended by two nonlinear springs of the type Kδn,
as well as two linear viscous dampers. The equation of motion for such a system
subjected to Gaussian white noise is:
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z̈ + 2α1ż + g(z) = σ1ξ(t) (4.29)
where the constants 2α1 and σ1 are simplified notation for the damping coefficient
and white noise standard deviation which will in turn need converted back into the
notation used in this work later. Also z and its derivatives are similarly simplified
notation showing the relative displacement, velocity and acceleration and g(z) is the
function of the spring. From this equation of motion the joint probability density
function p(z, ż) can be derived as [122]:


















where B is the function normalisation constant and σ21 is the simplified noise
variance, also Π(z) represents the potential energy due to movement in the springs.
When n > 1 this function can be a challenge to solve, and would require the use
of extra functions such as the Bessel or modified Bessel functions. When n = 1
however, it more simple to derive a function for the mean positive velocity of the
ball, which in turn gives the mean positive velocity of the DEM. This is done by




















where for the linear case Π(z) can now be expressed as































Now the mean velocity of the DEM when it is only travelling in the harvesting
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phase, which is equal to the balls positive velocity can be found using ¯̇δ = ¯̇z, provided
ż(t) > 0. Once the integrals have been evaluated the notation can be converted to
the notation used here using 2α1 = α/m and σ1 = σ/M , this will provide the


























Therefore so long as the assumptions made earlier are still valid, equation (4.34)
can be substituted into (4.28) to produce a fully analytical expression for the average









This expression can be used to estimate the power that would be harvested in
any given stochastic vibrating environment. It can be seen that the average power
harvested will increase with larger vibrations and a smaller damping coefficient as
would be expected. There is also a linear relationship on the relative permittivity
and device volume, thus if either of these were to be increased the harvested power
would also increase.
This relationship is shown in Figure 4.22 which compares this analytical expres-
sion against a numerical simulation, both of which show the linear case of n = 1.
These are additionally compared against more numerical simulations for n = 3 and
5 also.
The figure shows a great fit between the numerical simulation and the analytical
expression both of which are for n = 1. Additionally this figure reiterates the
findings that the larger the degree of nonlinearity the greater the EH potential of
the device. Also that all curves show an increasing trend for an increasing noise
intensity. These results validate the expression in (4.35), therefore it can be used to
forecast the EH potential of such a device when subjected to a stochastic vibration.
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Figure 4.22: A comparison of analytical results to a range of numerical simulations
for different degrees of nonlinearity
4.5 Summary
This chapter introduced and investigated the potential of a novel preloaded DEG.
This device consisted of a ball which was free to move inside a tube under the
influence of gravity, with each end of the tube capped by a DEM. The distance
between these two DEMs was one of the primary focuses during this chapter, since
reducing the volume of the device could increase the number of applications such a
device could be utilised in. The main findings within this chapter are highlighted
below:
• The optimal setup for the device in almost all harmonic excitation conditions
is when there is negligible separation between the two DEMs.
• When the DEM separation is negligible their device output is independent of
device orientation provided the excitation conditions mean that the ball stays
in contact with each DEM.
• The nonlinearity of the material is a critically important factor. It was shown
that even a small increase in the material nonlinearity would increase the
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energy density of the device by at least an order of magnitude. Additionally
it will cause the peak frequency to lower to the range of human walking.
• The device is capable of harvesting energy under white noise excitation. A
method was developed to determine the energy harvesting potential of the
device can be analytically when subjected to white noise.
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Conclusions and Future Work
The work presented in this thesis provides a through analysis of the EH potential
of the novel DEG, which can be implemented to harvest power for autonomous
electrical systems. Such devices are necessary for providing power to the rapidly
expanding field of WSNs. Devices which would be applicable for such purposes
should be capable of harvesting energy from a wide range of vibration conditions,
as well as being reliable and small enough to be incorporated within small devices.
The mathematical model describing the mechanical and electrical behaviour of
the device has been developed and numerically simulated. Some investigations were
carried out to determine the material properties which were then used in the numer-
ical studies. Simulations were carried out using a variety of models to present the
rich behaviour of the system, with a dynamical nonlinear structure governing the
energy production. The major conclusions found in this work validate the proposed
design showing its superiority with respect to other similar VEH devices utilising
piezoelectric and electromagnetic EH mechanisms.
5.1 Major Conclusions
The proposed novel device is capable of harvesting energy in a wide range of dynamic
environments. A major finding was that when the device was shortened so that the
distance between both DEMs was minimal, separation the power could be harvested
in all orientations.
Similarly it was shown that the material nonlinear mechanical properties of the
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device makes a significant influence on the EH potential of the device. With a system
of greater nonlinearity allowing more larger deformations resulting in a superior
performance, as well as reducing the peak frequency towards a low-frequency range
for harvesting energy from natural vibrations and human activities.
5.1.1 Impacting System
This Chapter (Chapter 3) puts forward the investigation of a cylindrical vibro-
impact system which was analysed using a variety of models. A wide range of
excitation conditions and generator design parameters were investigated
It was shown that for this device the energy harvesting potential of the device
would increase with a larger excitation amplitude. However the system response
to excitation frequency showed a rich range of responses. For the lower frequency
range however, where many useful applications exist, the power harvested by the
device will increase with an increasing frequency. This increase is often independent
of the device orientation, however once a certain frequency has been reached the
device orientation will become important with chaotic peaks in power generation.
Additionally the influence of a random phase shift on the harmonic excitation was
investigated. It was shown that the device will achieve maximum power generation
under pure harmonic excitation, yet will be able to harvest a continuous small
amount of power under white noise.
The device compared against a currently existing device which consisted of a
torch powered by an electromagnetic vibration energy harvester. With the device
proposed in this work producing a power density an order of magnitude greater than
the electromagnetic device at 3.128mW/mm3. This was done with all dimensional
parameters being equal and the device being excited at the operating frequency of
the electromagnetic device which was 5Hz.
Finally a design strategy was introduced which allows an engineer to optimise
the parameters of the device for a specific vibration environment. An example was
given to optimise the device to harvest vibrations from a car engine block. It was
shown that the optimal device would be 11mm long, with a 3.5g inertial ball and
should be inclined horizontally.
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5.1.2 Preloaded Device
The work conducted in Chapter 4 used a comprehensive conditional equation of
motion to fully investigate the influence of the generator length. The system was in-
vestigated over a wide range of harmonic excitation conditions for a range of lengths.
It became apparent that the ideal system should have as minimal a separation as
possible between the two DEMs.
Such a setup significantly increases the EH potential of the system due to its
preloaded nature, which creates larger capacitances. It is also beneficial for a number
of other reasons, such as the power output under all angles is almost the same when
the distance between the DEMs was zero. This means that the device could be
operated in any orientation, or even a constantly changing orientation without any
drop in the EH potential. A final, yet significant aspect of such a setup was the anti-
phase operation of both DEMs, with one DEM always harvesting. This allows the
entire device to output a constant net power. This proved true for all investigated
amplitudes and frequencies of harmonic excitation as well as for a Gaussian white
noise excitation.
An analytical approach was undertaken to develop an expression capable of pre-
dicting the power output of this device under such a white noise source. This
expression compared very well with the numerical simulations, proving that it can
be used to predict the EH potential of this system subjected to random vibrations.
Novel work was completed in comparing the constant voltage scheme, which is
currently favoured in research, to the newly developed triangular scheme. It was
shown that the triangular scheme is superior and can harvest more power provided
the system dynamics allow for significant harvesting to occur.
Finally the influence of the material nonlinearity was investigated. It became
clear that the material constant had a huge impact on the system dynamics, and
consequently its EH potential. It was found that for the experimentally validated
n = 2.6 the energy density was 9.15J/kg at a peak frequency of 35Hz. However
an increasing nonlinearity was found to significantly increase the energy density, as
well as reducing the peak frequency. As a result for a small increase in nonlinearity,
compared to the experimentally validated one, to n = 3, the energy density was
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32.2J/kg and occurred at 14Hz. This is extremely high when compared to other
similar sized devices indicating an important area of further research.
5.2 Future Work
One of the key breakthroughs made during this work has been the discovery of just
how massively beneficial an increase in the systems nonlinearity could be. Future
work would be well placed to further research and implement new designs which
help to either increase the nonlinearity, or effective nonlinearity of the DEMs. One
potential such device is shown in Figure 5.1, which is based on the design of d = 0
yet has an additional DEM placed some distance from the first DEM in the housing.
Figure 5.1: A potential future device. Such a device would have all of the benefits of
the fully preloaded device, plus due to a second DEM per side, which would increase
the effective nonlinearity.
This device would be an improvement on the current design due to a range of
factors. The DEG would have all of the discovered benefits of the system when
d = 0, yet have an increased effective nonlinearity. This would be created by the
second DEM on each side, since when the ball moves into a DEM and deforms
it to a great enough extent to begin deforming the second DEM, this secondary
force would increase the nonlinear response. Not only that, but deformations of the
second DEM would also produce energy of their own. Also due to their lessened
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exposure to the lifetime reducing influence of large deformation, the lifetime of the
outer DEMs would be significantly longer than their inner counterparts. This would
provide this new concept with a two tiered harvesting lifespan. Other work could
be further conducted into increasing the nonlinearity of the DEMs, this includes
investigating other materials which might exhibit such preferable properties.
Further work which would improve potential designs and understanding of the
novel generator proposed in this work would be to construct a prototype to test a
laboratory setting. It would also be interesting to consider the lifespan of such a
device. Perhaps by adapting the generator housing to remove high stress points at
the connection between a generator and its housing.
A quite important aspect of any future work which would seek to utilise the
work done in this thesis however would ideally be driving towards implementation
within a real world environment. For designs such as these there is currently a
limit imposed by the high cost of low current high voltage electronics. Once a the
economical threshold is crossed for such circuitry one would expect to see fields such
as this see a surge in popularity. Perhaps then this device could be implemented in
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A.1 Numerical Simulation Code for MATLAB
A.1.1 Elastic Impact Model
This numerical model runs with two MATLAB files, the first is shown below. As
can be seen within it the function named “solve impactnew” is called to solve the
dynamic system using the Runge-Kutta method. This will be shown after the main
script.
%m1: the mass of the bigger object
%m2: the mass of the smaller object
%z1: the displacement of m1 along the inclined surface
%z2: the displacement of m2 along the inclined surface
%r: the restitution coefficient
clear all; clc;
%%parameters of system
m1 =0.1245; m2 =0.0035; mu=m2/m1; %set values of m1
and m2




h0=1*10^( -3); %h0: original
thickness of membrane
rr=5*10^( -3); %rr: radius of the
ball
lambda =2; %streching ratio of
membrane
R1=R0*lambda; %R1: new radius of
membrane after streching
h1=h0/lambda ^2; %h1: new thickness
of membrane after streching
A1=pi*R1^2; %A1: area of
membrane after streching
%%parameters of motion
k=0; %k: damping ratio; let k=0 if we don '
t need to consider damping
r=1; %this should be determined by further
experiment
beta =90; %the angle of the system; this can
be changed from 0 to 90 degrees
d=0.054; %the length of the cylinder
g=9.8; %acceleration of gravity
%%parameters of material. F=K*x^n. The values of K and n





%%numerical simulation of the system motion and output
voltage
fs =100000; dt=1/fs; %fs: damping frequency; dt
: time interval
N=10000000; %N: numerical points
t=0:dt:dt*(N-1); %t: time sequence





A=0; %amplitude of input
force;f1=A*cos(2*pi*f0*t)
f0=2; %frequency of input
force.
a1=A/m1*cos (2*pi*f0*t);
% sigma =5; randn('state ' ,101);Dt=randn(1,N);
% a1=sigma*Dt/m1;
a2=-g*sin(beta /180*pi)*ones(1,N); %acceleration of m2
% z10=-A/(m1*(2*pi*f0)^2);zz10 =0;
z10 =0; zz10 =0;
% z20 =0; zz20 =0.0;
% z10=-A/m1/(2*pi*f0)^2; zz10 =0; %





z20 =0; zz20 =0;
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[z1 ,zz1 ,z2,zz2 ,V3]= solve_impactnew(z10 ,zz10 ,z20 ,zz20 ,a1 ,
a2 ,fs ,r,d,V1,K,n,R1,m2,rr ,A1);





xlabel('t (s)','Interpreter ','latex '),ylabel('$\rm{z_M
\; \& \; z_m \;(m)}$','Interpreter ','latex '),xlim([
tspan]),grid on ,set(gca ,'fontsize ' ,16),legend ({'z_M','
z_m'},'location ','northwest ');
subplot (234),plot(t,zz1 ,'r',t,zz2 ,'b'),title('(b)'),
xlabel('t (s)','Interpreter ','latex '),ylabel('$\rm{\
dot{z}_M}\; \& \; \rm{\dot{z}_m \; (m/s)}$','
Interpreter ','latex '),xlim([ tspan]),grid on,set(gca ,'
fontsize ' ,16),legend ({'$\dot{z}_M$','$\dot{z}_m$'},'
Interpreter ','latex ','location ','northwest ');
subplot (232),plot(t,z2-z1,'b'),title('(c)'),xlabel('t (s)
','Interpreter ','latex '),ylabel('$\Delta{z} \;(m)$','
Interpreter ','latex '),xlim([ tspan]),grid on,set(gca ,'
fontsize ' ,16);
subplot (235),plot(t,V3,'b'),title('(d)'),xlabel('t (s)','
Interpreter ','latex '),ylabel('$\rm{U_{DE} \; (V)}$','
Interpreter ','latex '),xlim([ tspan]),ylim ([2000 inf]),
grid on,set(gca ,'fontsize ' ,16);
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% subplot (213),plot(t,z1,t,z2);grid on;legend ('Z_1 ','Z_2
'),xlim ([5 ,10]);
count =0; sum_voltage =0;
% Tn=fs/f0;
figure (4),subplot (133),plot(z2 (5000001:6000000) ,zz2
(5000001:6000000) ,'b'),grid on ,title('(e)'),xlabel('$\
rm{z_m \; (m)}$','Interpreter ','latex '),ylabel('$\rm{\
dot{z_m} \;(m/s)}$','Interpreter ','latex '),set(gca ,'
fontsize ' ,16);
The custom built differential equation solver used in this script is now shown
below.
%using the 4 order Runge -Kutta method to solve the impact
equation and
%obtain the velocities before and after the impact
function [z1,zz1 ,z2 ,zz2 ,V3]= solve_impactnew(z10 ,zz10 ,z20 ,














































cosalfa =(-2*rr*(delta -rr)+2*R1*sqrt(R1^2+ delta




















cosalfa =(-2*rr*(delta -rr)+2*R1*sqrt(R1^2+ delta















cosalfa =(-2*rr*(delta -rr)+2*R1*sqrt(R1^2+ delta













cosalfa =(-2*rr*(delta -rr)+2*R1*sqrt(R1^2+ delta











Similar to the MATLAB code for the elastic model this preloaded model was split
into two files, the first of which is the main script and is shown below.
%m: the mass of the inner ball
%r: the radius of the inner ball
%d: initial displacement between two membranes




%% Parameters of system
m=0.0315; %set value of m
% m=1; %Value of m for larger generator
M=0.077; %value of the mass
of the whole system
% M=0.2; %Value of M for larger generator
rr =22*10^( -3) /2; %set value of rr -
the radius of the inner ball
% rr =30*10^( -3); %Value of rr for larger
generator




% R0 =11*10^( -3); %Value of R0 for the larger
generator
h0=1*10^( -3); %h0: original
thickness of membrane
lambda =3; %streching ratio of
membrane
R1=R0*lambda; %R1: new radius of
membrane after streching
h1=h0/lambda ^2; %h1: new thickness
of membrane after streching







g=9.8; %acceleration of gravity
%% Material Parameters












beta =0/180* pi; %the angle of the system; this
can be changed from 0 to 90 degrees
%% Excitation and System Solution
fs =10000; dt=1/fs; %fs: damping frequency; dt:
time interval
N=1000000; %N: numerical points
Normally N=1000000






% F=normrnd (0.0,sigma ,[1,N]);
F=A*cos(2*pi*f0*t+((0/180)*pi));
%%numerical simulation of the system motion and output
voltage
%x0=0*(d/2-rr);xx0 =0.0;
x0=0;xx0 =0; %;initial values of displacement and speed of
m. x0 should be calculated first
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[x,xx ,delta_u ,delta_l ]= solve_equation(fs,N,x0 ,xx0 ,F,m,M,
rr ,d,K,n,g,beta ,alpha);




% [t2,z]=ode45('fnlin ',tspan ,x1);
%% Dimensional Analysis
cosalfa_u =(-2*rr*(delta_u -rr)+2*R1*(R1^2+ delta_u .^2 -2*
delta_u*rr).^0.5) ./(2*( R1^2+( delta_u -rr).^2));
sinalfa_u =(rr+(delta_u -rr).* cosalfa_u)./R1;
A_u1 =2*pi*rr^2.*(1 - cosalfa_u);




cosalfa_l =(-2*rr*(delta_l -rr)+2*R1*(R1^2+ delta_l .^2 -2*
delta_l*rr).^0.5) ./(2*( R1^2+( delta_l -rr).^2));
sinalfa_l =(rr+(delta_l -rr).* cosalfa_l)./R1;
A_l1 =2*pi*rr^2.*(1 - cosalfa_l);




















[C_u2 ,C_u2Idx] = findpeaks(C_u);
C_uInv = 1.01* max(C_u) - C_u;
[C_u1 ,C_u1Idx] = findpeaks(C_uInv);
C_u1 = C_u(C_u1Idx);
if length(C_u1)>length(C_u2)





[C_l2 ,C_l2Idx] = findpeaks(C_l); %Lower membrane
C_lInv = 1.01* max(C_l) - C_l; %Lower membrane
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[C_l1 ,C_l1Idx] = findpeaks(C_lInv); %Lower membrane
C_l1 = C_l(C_l1Idx); %Lower membrane
if length(C_l1)>length(C_l2)






C_l2 (1) =[]; C_l2Idx (1) =[];
end
%% Electrical Analysis
%Initiating variables for the following loops and power
calculations for
%the upper membrane
%Cp_u=mean(C_u2 ,2) *1.2; %This is not a true case

















%Initiating variables for the following loops and power
calculations for
%the lower membrane
%Cp_l=mean(C_l2 ,2) *1.2; %This is not a true case

























V_u(ii ,i)=V_u((ii -1),i) -(1/Cp)*deltaQ_u(1,i); %V
(P,i) is the voltage at C found by the code.
end
Z_2_u(1,i)=0.5*( Uin*(C_u2(1,i)-C_u1(1,i)))*(V_u(P,i)-
Uin); %This is to find the area of the upper
triangle in the cycles
Z_3_u(1,i)=0.5*( Uin ^2)*(C_u2(1,i)-C_u1(1,i)); %This
is to find the area of the lower triangle in the
cycles
NetE_u(1,i)=Z_2_u(1,i)+Z_3_u(1,i); %This is the net





























































ylabel('$$\rm{\ Delta z}$$','fontsize ',20,'interpreter '




Delta\dot{z}}$$','fontsize ',20,'interpreter ','latex '),
xlim(tspan1),grid on ,set(gca ,'fontsize ' ,20);
subplot (423),plot(t,delta_l ,'b'),xlabel('t'),ylabel('$$\
rm{\ delta_l }$$','fontsize ',20,'interpreter ','latex '),
xlim(tspan1),grid on ,set(gca ,'fontsize ' ,20);
subplot (424),plot(t,delta_u ,'b'),xlabel('t'),ylabel('$$\
rm{\ delta_u }$$','fontsize ',20,'interpreter ','latex '),
xlim(tspan1),grid on ,set(gca ,'fontsize ' ,20);
subplot (425),plot(t,f_l),xlabel('t'),ylabel('F_l'),xlim(
tspan1),grid on,set(gca ,'fontsize ' ,20);
subplot (426),plot(t,f_u),xlabel('t'),ylabel('F_u'),xlim(
tspan1),grid on,set(gca ,'fontsize ' ,20);
subplot (427),plot(t,C_li ,t,C_f ,'--'),xlabel('t'),ylabel('
C_l'),xlim(tspan1),ylim ([4.5*10^( -10) ,1.1*max(C_l)]),
grid on,set(gca ,'fontsize ' ,20);
subplot (428),plot(t,C_ui ,t,C_f ,'--'),xlabel('t'),ylabel('
C_u'),xlim(tspan1),ylim ([4.5*10^( -10) ,1.1*max(C_u)]),
grid on,set(gca ,'fontsize ' ,20);
figure (16); %Phase diagram
plot(x,xx),title('Phase Space '),xlabel('$$\rm{\ Delta z}$$
','interpreter ','latex '),ylabel('$$\rm{\ Delta\dot{z
}}$$','interpreter ','latex '),grid on ,set(gca ,'fontsize
' ,20);
As can be seen in the above MATLAB code, the function “solve equation” was
called to use the Runge-Kutta to solve the dynamic equation. That function is now
presented here.




%obtain the velocities before and after the impact











l1=dt*(g*sin(beta)+K/m*( delta_u(i))^n*( delta_u(i) >0)-
alpha/m*y(i)*( delta_u(i) >0)*(-y(i) >0)...




i)) >0)-alpha/m*(y(i)-l1/2)*( delta_u(i) >0)*((-y(i)-
l1/2) >0)...
-K/m*( delta_l(i)+k1/2)^n*(( delta_l(i)) >0)-alpha/m








-K/m*( delta_l(i)+k2/2)^n*(( delta_l(i)) >0)-alpha/m




) >0)-alpha/m*(y(i)-l3)*( delta_u(i) >0)*((-y(i)-l3)
>0)...
-K/m*( delta_l(i)+k3)^n*(( delta_l(i)) >0)-alpha/m*(
y(i)-l3)*( delta_l(i) >0)*((y(i)-l3) >0)-F(i)/M);
x(i+1)=real(x(i)+1/6*( k1+2*k2+2*k3+k4));
y(i+1)=real(y(i)+1/6*( l1+2*l2+2*l3+l4));
delta_u(i+1)=real(-x(i+1)+rr -d/2)*(real(-x(i+1)+rr -d
/2) >0);
delta_l(i+1)=real(x(i+1)+rr -d/2)*(real(x(i+1)+rr -d/2)
>0);
end
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